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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to develop a series of in-services that train middle
school literature teachers in the integration of technology into literature circles. A staff
development workshop was created to coinside with the Fort Dodge Community School
District reading improvement goal. The audience for this staff development workshop
will include eight fifth and sixth grade teachers from Fair Oaks Middle School. A review
of the literature concerning literature circles and the integration of technology confirmed
that the integration of technology into literature circles would have a positive effect on
the literature classroom. Literature circles and the integration of technology are effective
methods of teaching reading in the middle school classroom.
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Introduction & Literature Review
What images come to mind when you think of students using texts in classrooms?
Do you picture students sitting in desks or in small groups, reading published texts such
as basal readers or textbooks? Such images reflect traditional classroom practices.
However, today many other types of texts are being used in classrooms in different ways
for a variety of purposes. For example, you could picture students working in
collaborative groups, searching through trade books or on the Internet for answers to their
research questions, or discussing a self-selected book in a literature circle (Wade & Moje,
2002, pg. 2). What if we were to take literature circles one step further, online? What if
students were able to communicate with peers across the world about books? These
exciting new technologies could enhance an important dimension to students' literacy
explorations without replacing face-to-face conversations. E-mail would allow them to
meet online and participate in virtual literature circles. Most children welcome the
opportunity to talk to children in a different area of the world.
I have used literature circles with the integration of technology in my classroom
for the past four years. From what I observed, literature circles along with the integration
of technology benefit all students. My own experiences resulted in students that were
actively engaged, successful, and eager to participate. Technology integrated into
literature circles has motivated my students and given them the opportunity to prepare for
their futures.
This project addresses the integration of technology into literature circles.
Research has shown that through the integration of technology into literature circles
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students become "information seekers, analyzers, and evaluators; problem solvers and
decision makers; creative and effective users of productivity tools; communicators,
collaborators, publishers, and producers; and informed, responsible, and contributing
citizens" (Billing, 2003, pg.1). Technology can be seen as an effective instructional tool
to increase student achievement. The attached project is a workshop designed to teach
middle school teachers how to integrate technology into their literature circles and
reading curriculum.
Literature Review
The following reviews of professional literature summarize the current state of
knowledge regarding literature circles and technology as a learning tool.
Literature Circles In-depth and Integrating Technology

.Encouraging students to become successful readers continues to be an important
factor leading into the 21 st Century. "When students see literacy as a powerful tool, they
seek to use literacy abilities beyond the confines of the classroom and curriculum"
(Wood, 2002, pg. 3). Language arts and literature teachers have a large task at hand.
They must develop students into life-long readers and writers. Literature circles are a
great format to enhance student learning and skills.
Over the past ten years, literature circles have shaped the classroom environment
of many teachers;, Teachers have embraced this method of "getting at" literature in ways
that help students interpret what they are reading. Literature circles involve small groups
of students that come together to discuss a piece of literature in depth. The discussion is
guided by students' response to what they have read. "Literature circles provide a way
for students to engage in critical thinking and reflection as they read, discuss, and respond
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to books" (Noe & Johnson, 1999, pg. 1). Collaboration is the heart of the approach.
Students reshape and add onto their understanding as they construct meaning with other
readers (Daniles, 1994, pg. 38). Finally, literature circles guide students to a deeper
understanding of what they read through discussion and extended written response.
Literature circles are a way for "readers to come together to build conversational
skills for talking about texts in enlightening, personal, and thoughtful ways" (Brabham &
Villaume, 2000, pg. 277). Literature circles can be used in grades three and up. They
include groups of four to six students who have read the same piece of work or different
pieces with the same theme in mind. The students come together and discuss their
personal findings from a particular work. "Literature circle discussions are teacher
supported, but student led. They combine the educational ideas of collaborative learning
and independent reading" (Scott, 1994, pg. 37). Students exchange opinions,
interpretations, and questions about literature. The students use journals to share their
individual responses with their group. Usually the students have self-selected their books
by interest following a book talk.
Literature circle members change as books are completed and new ones are
chosen. The circles meet once or twice a week, and students agree on how much to read
independently by the next circle meeting. Scott (1994) tells us that students learn various
ways to respond to the literature and to prepare for a literature circle discussion (p. 41).
"Literature circles are a hands -on approach that promotes reading as an expressive
process and have as their goal to ensure students are conversing with each other rather
than talking only to the teacher" (Garan, 1994, pg. 192).
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Literature circles allow for the "students to discuss literature with their peers"
(Brown, 2001, pg. 3). Literature circles are an "arena for students to explore literature
together and to build understanding and response in collaboration with each other.
Literature circles are designed to increase the enjoyment of reading, make students aware
of the value of their personal responses to what they read, engage students in meaningful
discussions, expand students' literacy and background knowledge, build students'
knowledge of authors, illustrators, and genres, demonstrate new ways of interpreting and
analyzing text, and foster critical thinking (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 254).
Literature circles are an "instructional approach to help readers achieve a broader
understanding of texts" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, 252). The basic sequence for a
literature circle includes: self-selection, forming groups, making a schedule, reading,
thinking, note-taking, discussing, and creating a project. Students select for themselves
the books they read for the literature circle. Students work in small heterogeneous groups
organized by the books that are chosen. The teacher sets up the schedule for meeting and
discussing he book. Next, students read their book. They take notes in preparation for
discussion. Then the group meets to discuss the book. When the students finish reading
the book they create a cooperative project.
Students have an important role in literature circles. Before the discussion
students are expected to make thoughtful book choices that show an interest and
commitment to reading. They agree to meet together and prepare for discussions by
reading and completing any task that the teacher has assigned or that the group has
agreed upon. During the discussion the students share their thinking which "may include
providing evidence from the text or illustrations to substantiate personal connections;
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relating to the text or other texts; or relating the text to their knowledge of the world.
They're responsible for posing real questions and valuing interpretations other than their
own" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 257). Students also are expected to collaborate by
listening to others, add to one another's responses, and share agreement or disagreement.
After the discussion, students reflect and evaluate their participation and the quality of the
discussion. Then they plan for the next meeting, which might include a project or how
much they will need to read.
The teacher's role in literature circles is critical. "The teacher must be willing to
take on a responsive role rather than a directive one" (Scott, 1994, pg. 40). The teacher is
a facilitator or participant of the literature circle. Depending on the group of readers and
their involvement in the literature circle, the teacher can be frequently or rarely involved
facilitating the discussion. "Teachers are responsible for keeping a balance between
demonstrating, directing, supporting, redirecting, and observing" (Fountas & Pinnell,
2001, pg. 257). "The teacher supports students in both the, what and the how of
discussion" (Maloch, 2002, pg. 94). McMahon (1994) states that students need to be
directed in their discussions. Teachers that make the change from a directive role to a
more responsive role will find that their role will become more complex (p. 110).
Before the discussion the teacher establishes and teaches routines, gathers book
choices, sets meeting times, decides on sections to be read with students, and may assign
tasks. During the discussion the teacher facilitates, coaches or reinforces, redirects
discussions, demonstrates thinking, interjects and summarizes, restates or gets children to
restate, encourages students to extend responses, adds new information, and moves
discussion foreword. After the discussion, the teacher gets students to evaluate
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discussion, invites comments, questions, and opinions, and plans next steps with the
groups (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 253).

Theoretical Foundations of Literature Circles
The key idea of using literature circles in the classroom came from the research of
linguistics, group dynamics, and literacy theory (Daniels, 1994, pg. 75). This research
has led to specific strategies. They include 1) Reading as Thinking; 2) Reading
Response; 3) Independent Reading; 4) Scaffolding; 5) Collaborative Learning; 6) Group
Dynamics; 7) Detracking; and 8) Balancing Instruction.

Reading as thinking. Research has found that traditional instruction has not supported
reading as a strategic, cognitive process. Traditional instruction emphasizes direct skill
instruction in isolation, passive learning, uniform instruction, and inflexible grouping. It
has failed to show students how to read, how to break the task up into steps, and to
provide students with specific strategies that they can use to get ready, to construct
meaning, and to apply what they've learned (Daniels, 1994, pg. 19). Today, teachers
teach reading as

a process because skillful readers use a variety of specific thinking

strategies to get ready before reading, to construct meaning during reading, and to take
ideas beyond the text after reading (Harvey & Goudvis, 2000, pg. 25). Before, reading
strategies lead to students developing motivation, activating prior knowledge, gathering
and organizing ideas, developing questions, determining purpose and strategies, and
making predictions. During reading, students sample the text, visualize text meaning,
make connections, confirm and alter predictions, and solve problems. After reading,
students reflect and contemplate, reread to refine meaning, retell, question, and discuss,
and read further. "Literature circles provide support for students during the reading
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process and leads students to reread, rethink, and synthesize what they've learned"
(Daniels, pg. 33).

Reader response. In 1938, "Rosenblatt developed the idea of reader response.
She stated that text is just ink on a page until the reader comes along and gives it life"
(Daniels, 1994). There is no one correct interpretation of a literary work, but multiple
interpretations, and each of them depended on the reader's prior knowledge that was
brought to the text. It is important for students to make connections between the texts
they read and their own lives. Teachers need to teach students to bring their own ideas to
reading. In literature circles readers share their responses with other students. Literature
circles are a structure that allows students to build upon responses to what they read
(Daniels, pg. 35).

Independent reading. Researchers have reported a number of studies linking
independent reading to increasing comprehension and overall reading achievement.
Children should spend more time independent reading (Anderson et al., 1985, pg. 2).
Literature circles are an orderly and manageable structure for ensuring that substantial
independent reading occurs in your classroom.

Scaffolding. Jerome Bruner introduced the term scaffolding in the 1950's.
Scaffolding means to build upon existing and prior knowledge. Literature circles are an
instructional strategy that facilitates scaffolding by creating discussions that help students
to make connections and build upon their prior knowledge. These connections can be
text to self, text to text, or text to world. The students are connecting the book that they
are reading to their life, their world, or another book that they have read. Literature
circles include meaning-centered activities in which students are given choices and
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responsibilities, in which teachers model their own literacy, in which structures are
provided that help students function at a higher level than they could unaided, and in
which everyone gradually adopts a new language for talking about their work together
(Bruner, 1961, pg. 3).

Collaborative learning. Literature circles are a sophisticated and highly evolved
part of the collaborative learning movement. Collaborative learning is used by teachers
who sponsor small-group work that is student-centered and has open-ended activities.
"Literature circles display the characteristic features of true collaboration: studentinitiated inquiry, choice, self-direction, mutual interdependence, face-to-face interaction,
and self-and group work" (Daniels, 1994, pg. 39). "Collaborative learning provides an
enriching learning environment that promotes critical thinking skills" (Wellsandt, 1999,
pg. 28).
Collaborative learning and literature circles can create a community of learners.
Sharing literature through small group discussions with peers allows for the recall of
prior knowledge and reflecting upon different perspectives. This can deepen students'
understanding of literature through making sense of texts. Collaborative learning and the
support of a group with a common learning objective can create a domino effect of
learning by each group member. Collaborative learning promotes critical think skills
much better than competitive or individualistic learning environments. It contributes to
the community of learners atmosphere needed to recall and reflect on previous
knowledge for all readers (Wellsandt, 1999, pg. 26).

Group dynamics. Six ingredients that must be nurtured in the development of any
mature, interdependent, productive group. They include clear expectations, mutually
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developed norms, shared leadership and responsibility, open channels of communication,
diverse friendship patterns, and conflict resolution mechanisms (Schmuck & Schmuck,
1988, 8). Schmuck and Schmuck (1988) stated that literature circles include each of
these ingredients (pg. 9).
The very essence of literature circles involves predictable structures and events;
clear, student-made procedures; kid leadership and responsibility; class-wide
friendships; constant public and private talk and writing around everyone in the
room; and inviting disagreements and conflicting interpretations to emerge within
a safe and comfortable structure (p. 32).
Detracking. Researchers have documented that ability grouping often harms the
achievement of students (Hopkins, 1997, pg. 2). Consequently, teachers have looked for
ways to use heterogeneous grouping patterns that allow students at all ability levels to
learn successfully. Literature circles promote successful heterogeneous classrooms.
Teachers can have a class that is very diverse in ability and still create a wonderful
atmosphere for literature circles. "Less able student have more opportunities for success
with literature circles" (Brown, 1999, pg. 10). In classrooms that use literature circles
there are so many ways that students can succeed. "Even students who have difficulty
reading every word of a book can learn a great deal from that book when given an
opportunity to share insights in a group" (Brown, pg. 9). The teachers are freed up to
help struggling students and give them individual attention.
Balancing instruction. As the pendulum swings back and fourth between the
transmission and transactional models of instruction, research is leading teachers to
believe in the power of a balance (Graves & Dykstra, 1997, pg. 343). The transmission
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side of the pendulum refers to a teacher-centered classroom where the learner is passively
practices skills, memorizes facts, and accumulates information. Material practiced and
learned is rarely perceived as functional or purposeful by the learner. All learners are to
learn the same things at the same time. Curriculum has an emphasis on skills and facts
learned in isolation. The teacher serves to dispense information, assign tasks, and
evaluate work (Weaver, 1988, pg. 65).
The classroom climate encourages competition and comparison between students.
The transactional side of the pendulum refers to a student-centered classroom where the
learner actively engages in complex language and reasoning processes and the
construction of complex concepts. Authentic experiences and projects are typically
perceived as functional and purposeful by the learner. Instruction is based on the
assumption that all learners learn and develop uniquely.

Curriculum is integrated

around topics and themes with an emphasis on developing language and literacy skills
across the curriculum. The teacher stimulates learning by demonstrating, inviting,
discussing, affirming, facilitating, and collaborating. The classroom climate includes a
supportive community of learners where assistance and collaboration are encouraged
(Weaver, 1988, pg. 65).
Students learn in a variety of ways. Various methods and strategies help to
accomplish this. One child may learn better using a certain strategy, while another child
may learn the same concept using another method or strategy. Teachers that balance
their teaching teach students at their various learning levels. Eclecticism describes the
position of those who take a middle ground on the pendulum. Eclectic means to select
what appears to be best from methods or styles. An eclectic literacy educator mixes and
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matches from the components of the transmission and transactional models (Weaver,
1998, pg. 68). Teachers that use both sides of the pendulum use teaching strategies such
as shared reading, modeled reading, guided reading, literature circles, independent
reading, modeled writing, shared writing, interactive writing, guided writing, and
independent writing (Coleman, 2001, pg. 36). Literature circles fit into the balanced
literacy framework.

Comprehension
Comprehension is not something that occurs only after reading has been
completed. It is the thinking we do before, during, and after reading (Fountas & Pinnell,
2001, pg. 251). Comprehension means that readers think not only about what they are
reading, but what they are learning. Students are able to explain information, connect it
to previous knowledge, and use information. The construction of meaning is the goal of
comprehension. Students need to be able to enhance their understanding, acquire and use
knowledge, monitor their understanding, and develop insight. By enhancing
understanding reader's go beyond the literal meaning of a story or text (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2000, pg. 29). "Without understanding, there is no reading. Everything about
reading is directed toward making meanings that are infused with active curiosity,
emotion, and satisfaction" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 323). Literature circles
encourage growth in reading comprehension by incorporating several characteristics.
They include "student choice, groups of mixed ability, student management of small
interactive discussion groups, and substantial time to read during the school day"
(Wellsandt, 1999, pg. 4). Empowering the students through small interactive discussion
groups is a key component to promote comprehension. Being able to verbalize the
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content, listen to other modes of thinking and acknowledge other perspectives all
contribute to deepening comprehension (Bums, 1998, pg. 126).
The most important thing when it comes to reading is comprehension instruction.
Teachers now view comprehension as a complex process involving knowledge,
experience, thinking, and teaching. Researchers suggest that specific comprehension
strategies need to be taught to students (Harvey & Goudvis, 2000, pg. 6). These strategies
include 1) Making connections between prior knowledge and the text; 2) Asking
questions; 3) Visualizing; 4) Drawing inferences; 5) Determining important ideas; 6)
Synthesizing information; and 7) Repairing understanding. When readers make
connections, they use their prior knowledge in combination with the text to create new
meaning. The reader needs to be asking questions before, during, and after reading.
They might pose questions about what the author is doing, or to clarify understanding and
create meaning. When readers visualize what is going on in the text they are creating
pictures in their minds to aid in their understanding of the story. Determining important
ideas leads readers to grasp essential ideas and important information. Synthesizing
information ensures that readers combine new information with existing knowledge to
form an original idea. Repairing understanding assists readers and helps them to clarify
their understanding when necessary by using the comprehension strategies (p. 7).

What is the connection between comprehension and literature circles?
Construction of meaning is occurs through social interactions, collaborative learning, and
inquiry. Almasi (1995) stated that "social interactions lead to a deep level of
understanding that only occurs through interactions with others" (p. 321). Literature
circles invite students to read, think, and discuss about what they have read. Scott (1994)
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found that "the acquisition of knowledge is found in the personal construction of meaning
from a text and in the context of social interactions with peers" (p. 37). Social interaction
is very important to middle school students. Literature circles allow students to socially
interact with their peers, take responsibility for developing and discussing their own
questions and interpretations for texts, and launch more complex levels of thought,
language, and literacy (Brabham & Villaume, 2000, pg. 280).
Inquiry is defined as active investigation on the part of the learner. Information
seeking and wondering are two types of inquiry. Information seeking involves
clarification, explanation, justification, and conformation; while wondering involves
reflecting, predicting, exploring, and considering possibilities. The study of literature
leads students to wonder and search for answers to their questions. Inquiry includes the
combination of individual and shared meanings that lead students to make connections
with peers in order to build, understand and learn about what they are reading. Students
turn toward one another and toward their topics in uncertainty and invitation. Through
the conversation of the literature circle, students deepen their understandings and come to
know the text in new ways (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 2).

Benefits
There are many benefits of using literature circles in the classroom. Literature
circles foster students to converse about literature. Sowder (1993) stated that "too many
voices in our classroom go unheard" (p. 40). Literature circles "encourage students to
share with each other and ask questions of one another in a way that just isn't possible in
a whole class discussion" (Kauffman & Yoder, 1990, pg. 136). Knoeller (1994) found
that "ninety percent or more of students spoke during a student-led format" (p. 576).
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The first benefit is that literature circles help students to increase their selfesteem. Pierce (1990) stated that literature circles are a "natural way to help build selfesteem and acceptance of others" (p. 181). Ability groups are not part of literature
circles, instead literature circles "promote an acceptance of others' abilities, strengths,
and responses" (Scott, 1994, pg. 37). Literature circles "help students realize their
potential and recognize their growth" (Hanssen, 1990, pg. 201). "They are vehicles
through which students can try out their ideas, seek answers to questions of others"
(Porters, 1990, pg. 103). Middle school students often prefer working in mixed ability
groups and in mixed-ability pairs over,either whole-class instruction or individual work
(Bums, 1998, pg. 125). Students also found that they enjoyed being in literature circles
because students helped each other more, learned more, and enjoyed being in a group
more.
The second benefit is that literature circles prepare students for their futures and
contribute to student learning. Literature circles support the skills that our students will
need to be able to do, as they become ready for the world of work. Calfee, Dunlap, and
Wat (1994) state that "the world of the future will call for citizens who are proficient in
active inquiry, problem solving, communication, and who are able to think reflectively
and succeed socially (p. 55). Hanssen (1990) stated that literature circles prepare our
students to leave our classroom and join new communities of readers" (p. 199).
The third benefit is that literature circles help to develop reading strategies.
Teachers and students working together in order to construct meaning and understanding
of the text is the main goal of literature circles. Literature circles help students to
"construct meaning, share personal reactions, and demonstrate strategic reading
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behaviors" (Morrow & Gambrell, 2000, pg. 575). Due to participation in literature
circles students show a wide range of characteristics that demonstrate comprehension of
the text (Morrow & Gambrell, pg. 563). Literature circles are said to "strengthen
comprehension" (Scott, 1994, pg. 30). Students make connections between the text and
their prior knowledge. They then use their prior knowledge and the text to create
inferences as well as summarize, synthesize, and analyze (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg.
253).
The fourth benefit is that literature circles utilize critical thinking skills. McGee
(1992) tells us that literature circles offer students opportunities to interpret literature and
respond critically at a higher level (p. 530). Dasenbrock (1992) agrees that literature
circles are a powerful tool for critical thinking. They help students and teachers
understand each others own perspectives (p. 45). "Literature circles offer students the
opportunity to become literate. Students begin to think actively and critically about what
they read. They become critical thinkers as they engage in ongoing dialogue about their
reading" (Coleman, 2001, pg. 89).
The fifth benefit is that literature circles foster student's interest in reading and
allow students the right to choose what to read. The most critical aspect of literature
circles is student choice" (Brown, 2001, pg. 5). "The teacher begins the very first
literature circle meeting with book talks that include information about the characters,
plots, length, and the complexity of the books. Following the book talks the students
choose the books that they would want to read. "Students are able to make several of
their own decisions, which is motivating to many reluctant readers and gives students a
feeling of control over part of their learning" (Bums, 1998, pg. 125). Grambrell (1996)
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found that "the research related to self-selection of reading materials supports the notion
that the books and stories that children find most-interesting are those they have selected
for their own reasons and purposes" (p. 16). Bums (1998) stated that strong interest can
lead to reading levels that exceed expectations (p. 124).
The sixth benefit is that literature circles foster social interaction and
collaboration among students. Social interaction and collaboration are key components
of aliterature circles success. Morrow and Gambrell (2001) found that they're central to
the development of language and thought (p. 574). "According to Vygotskian theory
learning is facilitated through the assistance of more knowledgeable members of the
community and higher level mental processes" (Morrow & Gambrell, pg. 575). Almasi
(1995) found that deep level understanding occurs only through interactions with others
(p. 344). Knowledge is constructed through practice in a community experienced
situation (Wellsandt, 1999, pg. 2).

Integrating Technology
Research reveals that the use of educational technology has directly led to
significant gains in reading among elementary and middle school students (Pierce, 1999,
pg. 1). Evidence shows that technology improves students' mastery of basic skills, test
scores, reading, writing, and engagement in school" (Dwyer, 1996, pg. 24). A specific
benefit in the use of technology in teaching and learning includes an increase of academic
achievement in reading (Cuban, 2000, pg. 2). In studies that focused on reading and
language arts, technology was shown to provide a learning advantage in the area of
reading comprehension (White, 2003, pg. 2). "Technology can make a difference for
students who are more motivated to learn or students collaborating with others across
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vast distances" (Cuban, pg, 1). Research has also found that "integrating technology into
the curriculum leads to students being engaged in what they are learning. Technology is
a great motivator" (White, pg. 3).
Technology is changing the way we think about and teach literacy. Researchers
predict that widespread use of technology will change our expectations of what the
educated person must know and be able to do in order to effectively participate in society
(Grisham, 2001, pg. 1). Literacy programs combined with technology provide teachers
with a rich variety of tools to reach all levels of learning styles (White, 2003, pg. 2).
Research states that children without computers at home make the biggest gains in basic
skills, reading comprehension, language, and vocabulary because of the integration of
technology into the reading curriculum (Cuban, 2000, pg. 2). Integrating technology
leads to learning that is enhanced and the development of higher-thinking skills (Cuban,
pg. 3).
Computers and the Internet have proven themselves to be great motivational tools
for students. Computer programs that motivate students and enhance the effectiveness of
literature circles in the classroom include: Kid Pix, Kidspiration, Inspiration, and Power
Point.
Kid Pix is a program that gives students six unique painting, drawing, and
animation projects from which to choose from. Students can draw, paint, animate and
play with Stampimator, Moopies, Wacky TV, and Digital Puppets; and showcase their
work with a Slide Show. "Kid Pix empowers students and encourages them to develop
their creative and artistic skills" (White, 2003, pg. 3).
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Kidspiration is a computer program designed for early elementary students.
Students are allowed to create a story web or timeline using this software. They can also
add pictures to their timeline to show that they understand the particular events (White,
2003, pg. 3).
Inspiration software is a visual thinking and learning tool. Students can create
outlines and semantic or other graphic organizers that help them to organize their
thinking (Valmont, 2000, pg. 2). Concept mapping, diagramming, brainstorming,
outlining, organizing, planning, and creating materials for the Internet are possible uses
for this program. Also available with Inspiration are lesson plans and information on
meeting curriculum standards.
The Internet can prepare students for the increasingly collaborative, problemoriented, and critical nature of literacy in the classroom. "The Internet is a powerful tool
for education and communication and a positive force in students lives" (Starr, 2000, pg.
3). The Internet engages students in collaborative work to solve a common problem or
explore a common topic. Internet projects help students acquire skills in the collaborative
problem solving, information, and communication activities they will use when they
enter the world of work (Leu, 2001, pg. 5).
Teachers are discovering the exciting opportunities that are available on the
Internet to expand response to literature. Combining the Internet with children's
literature enables students to develop a richer understanding of their surroundings and the
world (Castek et al., 2004, pg. 497). Through literature circles, students can participate in
individual or group Internet activities. These Internet activities that students might
engage in include author studies, virtual field trips, and research.
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"Opportunities exist for our students to travel to new places and experience richer
and more powerful responses to children's literature when the Internet is integrated with
the classroom literature program" (Castek et al., 2004, pg. 497). Author studies allow
student in literature circles to explore information about the author of a particular book
that they're reading. They can read an author's biography, an interview, and information
about other books that they have written. Virtual field trips allow students in literature
circles to go on field trips without leaving the classroom. The students might explore a
topic that the book that they're reading addressed, or a particular time period that the
book took place in. Virtual field trips can take students anywhere and can help them
understand what they're reading (Carlin, 2002, pg. 2). Students may also use the Internet
to help them with a topic or report that they are researching or curious about. Students
can read information about their topics and report back to the class with information
they've found. "When students create and share reports, Web pages, or digital
presentations that require higher-order skills, they are empowered as learners and
thinkers" (Coiro, 2003, pg, 7).
Microsoft Power Point is a high-powered software tool used for presenting
information in a dynamic slide show format. Text, carts, graphs, sound effects and video
are just some of the elements that Power Point offers. This allows students to create
captivating presentations that can make a powerful impression on their audience (White,
2003, pg. 4).
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Methodology
The Fort Dodge Community School District has six elementary schools and two
middle schools. The elementary schools consist of kindergarten through fourth grade.
These schools include Duncombe, Hillcrest, Riverside, Butler, Felehaver, and Cooper.
Phillips Middle School is for students that are in seventh and,eighth grade and Fair Oaks
Middle School is for students that are in fifth and sixth grade. I currently teach fifth
grade language and literature at Fair Oaks Middle School
This project was created because I was interested in integrating technology into
my literature curriculum. The Fort Dodge Community School District is now requiring
the integration of technology into the curriculum. Grants have been written and money
has been awarded to help achieve the school district's vision. Fair Oaks Middle School
has been fortunate enough to be included in that vision. The middle school now has 30
laptop computers that can be checked out and used for classroom instruction and two
computer labs. During the school year, students have the opportunity to take an
exploratory class where keyboarding, Kid Pix, Inspiration, and the Internet are taught.
I directed the research for this project towards two topics: literature circles and
integrating technology. I began my search with the materials I had already collected in
research for my own implementation of integrating technology into literature circles. I
then conducted an ERIC and Internet search to located additional references to support
the integrating of technology into literature circles. The materials found came from the
Rod Library at the University of Northern Iowa, the Internet, the Fair Oaks Middle
School Library, and my personal collection of articles from classes we have taken
throughout this program. My research into the integration of technology in literature
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circles supported the idea that literature teachers could benefit from the direction in how
to integrate technology into their literature curriculum.
The primary focus for this workshop was the implementation of technology into
literature circles. One of my goals was to provide teachers with an assortment of ways to
integrate technology into literature circles. I used a variety of sources to create artifacts
that could be used either in the staff development workshop presentation or included in
handouts for the participants. These artifacts include several teacher handouts that go
along with each session, (Appendices A, G, J, N, Q) guiding questions, (Appendices B,
D, E, H, M, Q, and S) project examples, (Appendices K, K, 0, and Q) articles, (Appendix
M) and a literature circle assignment sheet (Appendix C). The power point presentations
give the participants guided direction during the workshop. The teacher handouts
coincide with the power point presentation. The teacher handouts also support the
teacher in helping to integrated technology into their literature circles. I summarized the
research that supports integrating technology into literature circles to be reviewed in the
workshop (Appendix A).
The information included in the literature review was used to develop a staff
development workshop for middle school literature teachers. The method of presentation
would be a workshop format. The initial workshop would require 15 hours. The
workshop may be presented after school, on early out staff development days, or as
scheduling allows.
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Context Section
Fair Oaks Middle School has a very diverse population. There are 643 students in
the fifth and sixth-grade building. The majority of the students are Caucasian with a
small population of African and Mexican American students. Many of the students come
from a low socioeconomic home. Sixty-percent of the students participate in the free or
reduced breakfast and lunch program. More than fifty-percent of the population comes
from single parent homes. Students that attend Fair Oaks Middle School change classes
every period. They have an eight period day that includes a language and literature
block, science, social studies, math, an exploratory, and physical education, computer, or
SSR (Silent Sustained Reading) class. Exploratories include art, music, world language,
and health. Students have the opportunity to use computers at home and in the
classroom. Through several grants our middle school has received 30 laptop computers.
These computers are on carts and can be checked out for the used in the classroom. All
of the computers include the Internet, the Kid Pix Software, the Inspiration Software, and
the Microsoft Power Point Software.
Eight teachers from Fair Oaks Middle School will participate. Each participant
teaches literature for either fifth or sixth grade students. The six sessions will take place
in the Fair Oaks Media Center during the 2004-2005 school year on October 6 and 20,
November 3, December 1, January 12, and February 9. Participants will be required to
attend the staff development workshop in accordance with our district's staff
development and annual achievement goals in reading. The achievement goal for reading
states that the Fort Dodge Community School District will improve achievement in
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reading for all students, kindergarten through twelfth grade. Indicators of these goals
include:
1. Students will demonstrate ability in phonemic awareness, reading accuracy,
fluency, comprehension, and oral reading.
2. Technology will be integrated into the reading curriculum to improve student
engagement and achievement.
3. Students will be prepared for the transition to post-secondary education,
employment, military, etc.
The standards and benchmarks that this staff development addresses include:
ELA 2 - Demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies of the
reading process.
EAL 2.7 - Comprehends written material.
ELA 3 - Demonstrates competence in gathering and using different information
sources, including those of a technical nature, to accomplish specific,
purposeful tasks.
ELA 6 - Demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies for reading
information.
ELA 6.6 - Identifies strategies that are most useful in organizing
information.
IT 1 - Makes effective use of tools, equipment, and resources.
IT 1.4- Uses computer technology.
During the staff development workshop a computer will be provided for each
individual with all the software needed to fulfill the requirements of this staff
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development workshop. This software will include Inspiration, Kid Pix, the Internet, and
Microsoft Power Point.
Before the staff development workshop beings each participant will be given a
booklet of materials for this workshop. These materials include:
Session One 1. Integrating Technology into Literature Circles Handout

2. Guiding Questions - Insight into Literature Circles
3. Literature Circles Assignment Form
4. Guiding Questions - What's important for instruction?
5. Session One Evaluation Form
Session Two 1. Integrating Kid Pix into Literature Circles Handout
2. Kid Pix Slide Show Examples and Guiding Questions
3. Session Two Evaluation Form
Session Three 1. Integrating the Internet into Literature Circles Handout

2. Virtual Author Web Tour Examples
3. Session Three Evaluation Form
4. Articles about Integrating Technology and Guiding Questions
Session Four 1. Integrating Inspiration into Literature Circles Handout
2. Inspiration Concept Map Examples and Guiding Questions
3. Articles about Integrating Technology and Guiding Questions
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a. Integrating technology into instruction - Bill Robertson
b. The concept - mapping classroom - Carla Bafile
c. Technology: Visual learning- Bob and Rosie Vojtek
Session Six 1. Guiding Questions for Instruction
2. Lesson Plan Format for Integrating Technology into Literature
Circles
3. Session Six Final Evaluation Form
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session One - October 6, 2004 - Two Hours and Thirty Minutes

1. Welcome and Overview of Schedule
2. Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
• Appendix A
* PowerPoint Teacher Handout
- Literature Circles Defined
- Key Features of Literature Circles
- Recent Research
- Overview of Technology Programs
• Appendix B

* Guiding Questions: Insight into Literature Circles
• Appendix C

* Literature Circle Assignment Handout
• Appendix D

* Guiding Questions: Research and Benefits
• Appendix E

* Guiding Questions: What's important for instruction?
• Appendix F

* Session One Evaluation
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session Two - October 20, 2004 - Two Hours and Thirty Minutes
1. Welcome, Overview of Schedule, and Review of Evaluation
2. Integrating Kid Pix into Literature Circles
• Appendix G

* Kid Pix Teacher Handout
- Overview of Kid Pix Tools
- Activity One - Exploring Kid Pix Tools
- Activity Two- Creating a Storyboard
- Activity Three - Creating a Slide Show
• Appendix H,

* Kid Pix Slide Show Examples and Guiding Questions
• Appendix I

* Session Two Evaluation
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session Three - November 3, 2004 - Two Hours and Thirty Minutes
1. Welcome, Overview of Schedule, and Review of Evaluation
2. Integrating the Internet into Literature Circles
• Appendix J

* Internet Projects Teacher Handout
- Virtual Field Trips
- Activity One -The Oregon Trail Virtual Field Trip
- Author Studies
- Activity Two - Virtual Author Web Tour for Bridge to
Teribithia by Katherine Paterson
• Appendix K

* Virtual Author Web Tour Examples
• Appendix L

* Session Three Evaluation
• Appendix M

* Articles and Guiding Questions
- Integrating technology into instruction - Bill Robertson
- The concept - mapping classroom - Cara Bafile
- Technology: Visual learning- Bob and Rosie Vojtek
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session Four - December 1, 2004 - Two Hours and Thirty Minutes
1. Welcome, Overview of Schedule, and Review of Evaluation
2. Integrating Inspiration into Literature Circles
• Appendix N

* Inspiration Teacher Handout
• Appendix 0

* Concept Map Examples and Guiding Questions
• Appendix M

* Articles
- Integrating technology into instruction - Bill Robertson
- The concept - mapping classroom - Cara Bafile
- Technology: Visual learning-Bob and Rosie Vojtek
• Appendix P

* Session Four Evaluation Form
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session Five- January 12, 2005 -Two Hours and Thirty Minutes
1. Welcome, Overview of Schedle, and Review of Evaluation
2. Integrating Power Point into Literature Circles
• Appendix Q

* Power Point Teacher Handout
- Creating a Power Point
- Example Power Point for the book Pictures of Hollis Woods by
Patricia Reilly Giff
- Guiding Questions
- Activity One: Create a Power Point about a book you have read
• Appendix R
* Session Five Evaluation Form
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Presentation and Discussion - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Schedule

Session Six -February 9, 2005 -Two Hours and Thirty Minutes
1. Welcome, Overview of Schedule, and Review of Evaluation
2. Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
• Appendix S

* Guiding Questions for Instruction
• Appendix T

* Lesson Plan Format for Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
• Appendix U

* Session Six Final Evaluation Form
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Staff Development Workshop Content

The Workshop:
The workshop will be held on six staff development early release days. Each session will
be two hours and thirty minutes long. The audience will include six middle school
language and literature teachers, but could include anyone interested in integrating
technology into literature circles. Before this workshop, the participants have had
training in literature circles and have been expected to implement them in their
classroom.

Session One (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Overview of Literature Circles and the
Integration of Technology

Participant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing an overview
of the Power Point for the First Session (Appendix A), Guiding Questions: Insight into
Literature Circles (Appendix B), Guiding Questions: Research and Benefits (Appendix
D), Guiding Questions: What's Important for Instruction (Appendix E), a Literature
Circle Assignment Form (Appendix C), and the Session One Evaluation Form (Appendix
F).

30 Minutes: Welcome, Overview of Schedule and Activities
To begin the workshop I will introduce myself and welcome the teachers who are
attending. I will ask the participants to write down concerns they have about the
integration of technology into literature circles. I will then ask them to pair up
with someone next to them and share their concerns with that person. When we
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come back to the whole group I will ask each pair to share a concern with the
group. I will record the concerns on a large tablet of paper that is visible to each
participant. Next, I will give a brief overview of the staff development workshop
and include objectives for the first session: 1) define and discuss key features of
literature circles, 2) review the research and benefits for using literature circles in
the classroom, 3) review the research and benefits of integrating technology into
literature circles, and 4) review the different computer programs that can be
integrated into literature circles.
40 Minutes: Define and Discuss Key Features of Literature Circles
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about the key
features of literature circles. See teacher handout (Appendix A). This will
provide the participants with an overview of literature circles. They will be
encouraged to ask questions and offer insight into their own experiences with
literature circles in their classrooms. A literature circle assignment form
(Appendix C) will also be looked at during this time to give the participants an
insight into how I use literature circles in my classroom.
20 Minutes: Review of the Research and Benefits of using Literature Circles
I will use data projector to display a power point presentation about the research
and benefits of using literature circles in the classroom. Participants will be
asked to discuss the research and benefits with a neighbor. Guiding questions will
be used (Appendix D).
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
25 Minutes: Review of the Research and Benefits of Integrating Technology into
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Literature Circles
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about the research
and benefits of integrating technology into literature circles. See teacher handout
(Appendix A). Participants will be asked to share two items they thought were
important for instruction (Appendix E).
20 Minutes: Overview of Computer Programs
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about the
computer programs (Kid Pix, Internet, Inspiration, and Power Point) that will be
used in the staff development workshop. See teacher handout (Appendix A).
10 Minutes: Session One Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix F) and identify any questions or concerns they may have. By doing an
evaluation after the first session, I will be able to address any concerns or
questions they have prior to the beginning of the next session.

Session Two (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Integrating Kid Pix into Literature
Circles

Pruticipant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing an overview
of the Power Point and each Activity (Appendix G), Kid Pix Side Show Examples and
Guiding Questions (Appendix H), and the Session Two Evaluation Form (Appendix I).

15 Minutes: Welcome, Overview of Schedule, and Review of the Evaluation
. This session will begin with an overview of the schedule and a review of the
evaluations from the first session (Appendix F). The questions brought forth by
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the evaluations will be discussed and addressed in a whole group setting. I will
review the itinerary for the following four sessions and answer any questions that
the participants may have. Next, I will give a brief overview of the workshop and
include objectives for the second session: 1) explore and become familiar with
Kid Pix tools, 2) create a storyboard using the Kid Pix Software, and 3) create a
slide show using the Kid Pix Software.
15 Minutes: Introduction to integrating Kid Pix into Literature Circles
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation
about integrating Kid Pix into literature circles. See teacher handout (Appendix
G). An introduction to the Kid Pix Software will be given. At this time two
examples of how Kid Pix could be integrated into literature circles will be viewed
by the participants and discussed (Appendix H). The participants then will be
asked to tum on their computer and click on the Kid Pix icon located on their
screen.
25 Minutes: Activity One -Exploring Kid Pix Tools
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that
will describe each Kid Pix tool. See teacher handout (Appendix G). Participants
will be shown and taught the significance of each tool. They will become familiar
with the tools, their options, and the drawing screen through the exploration of the
Kid Pix Software. Participants will be given twenty minutes to explore the tools.
45 Minutes: Activity Two - Creating a Storyboard
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that will take
participants through the steps in creating a storyboard using the Kid Pix
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Software. See teacher handout (Appendix G). Participants will become familiar
with creating a storyboard through this activity.
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
40 Minutes: Activity Three - Creating a Slide Show
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that
will take participants through the steps in creating a slide show using the Kid Pix
Software. See teacher handout (Appendix G).
10 Minutes: Session Two Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix I) and identify any questions or concerns they may have. After the
participants are finished filling out the evaluation we will discuss the questions as
a whole group. These questions will be the framework for a class discussion.

Homework: Participants will integrate Kid Pix into their literature circles. They will then
need to bring an example to share with the whole class for the next session.

Session Three (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Integrating the Internet into Literature
Circles

Participant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing an overview
of the power point and each activity (Appendix J), Virtual Author Web Tour Examples
(Appendix K), the Third Session Evaluation Form (Appendix L), and the Articles and
Guiding Questions (Appendix M).

15 Minutes: Welcome and Overview of Schedule
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This session will begin with an overview of the schedule. I will review the
itinerary for the following three sessions that the participants may have. Next, I
will give a brief overview of the staff development workshop and include
·•·objectives for the third session: 1) explore virtual field trip websites, 2) complete
a virtual field trip, 3) explore author study websites, 4) explore author study
websites and examples, and 5) complete a virtual author web tour for Bridge to
Teribithia by Katherine Paterson.
20 Minutes: Introduction to Integrating the Internet into Literature Circles
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about integrating
the Internet into literature circles. See teacher handout (Appendix J). An
introduction to the Internet will be given. The participants will be asked to tum
on their computer and click on the Internet icon located on their screen.
50 Minutes: Activity One - Virtual Field Trips
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about Integrating
virtual field trips into literature circles. See teacher handout (Appendix J).
Participants will explore several websites that have created virtual field trips with
various topics. Then the participants will take their own virtual field trip on the
Oregon Trail (Appendix J).
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
50 Minutes: Activity Two - Virtual Author Web Tour
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation about integrating
virtual author studies into literature circles. See teacher handout (Appendix J).
Participants will explore the scholastic website and look at several examples of
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virtual author web tours (Appendix K). Next, the participants will go on a virtual
author web tour for the book Bridge to Teribithia by Katherine Paterson
(Appendix J).
20 Minutes: Session Three Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix L) and identify any questions or concerns they may have. After the
participants are finished filling out the evaluation we will discuss the questions as
a whole group. These questions will be the framework for a class discussion.

Homework: Participants need to create a virtual we tour for their literature circles and
bring an example to share with the class. The will also need to read the following articles
(Appendix M) for the next session, have the guiding questions completed (Appendix M),
and be ready to discuss their answers to the guiding questions. The articles include:

- Integrating technology into instruction - Bill Robertson
- The concept - mapping classroom - Carla Bafile
- Technology: Visual leaming-Bob and Rosie Vojtek

Session Four (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Integrating Inspiration into Literature
Circles

Participant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing an overview
of the power point and each activity (Appendix N), Concept Map Examples and Guiding
Questions (Appendix 0), Articles and Guiding Questions (Appendix M), and the Session
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Four Evaluation Form (Appendix P).
30 Minutes: Welcome and Overview of the Schedule
This session will begin with an overview of the schedule. I will review the
itinerary for the following three sessions and answer any questions that the
participants may have. Next, I will give a brief overview of the staff development
workshop, answer any questions that the participants may have, and include
objectives for the fourth session: 1) explore, learn, and become familiar with
creating a concept map, 2) discuss concept map examples and articles that were
read, and 3) create a concept map using the Inspiration Software. Participants
then will share their examples of their virtual we tours they created for their
literature circles with the whole group.
30 Minutes: Activity One - Exploring Inspiration
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that will show the
participants how to use Inspiration. See teacher handout (Appendix N).
Participants will be shown and taught how to use the program. They will become
familiar with the program and what it can offer their students.
25 Minutes: Activity Two - Discuss Concept Map Examples and Articles
A discussion about the articles the participants read for homework about
integrating technology and concept mapping (Appendix M). The guiding
questions that the participants filled out will be the basis for discussion (Appendix
M). Participants will talk about how those articles and examples support the
research behind using technology in the classroom.
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
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40 Minutes: Activity Three -Create a Concept Map using Inspiration
Participants will create their own concept map about a book that they have read.
20 Minutes: Session Four Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix P) and identify any questions or concerns that they may have. After
the participants are finished filling out the evaluation we will discuss the
questions as a whole group. These questions will be the framework for a class
discussion.

Homework: Participants will implement Inspiration with their literature circles. The will
need to bring an example of how they accomplished this and then share it with the whole
group.

Session Five (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Integrating Power Point into Literature
Circles

Participant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing an overview
of the Power Point, each Activity, Guiding Questions (Appendix Q), and the Session Five
Evaluation Form (Appendix R).

25 Minutes: Welcome and Overview of Schedule
This session will being with an overview of the schedule. I will review the
itinerary for the following two sessions and answer any questions that the
participants may have. Next, I will give a brief overview of the staff development
workshop, answer any questions that the participants may have, and include
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objectives for the fifth session: 1) explore, learn, and become familiar with
creating a power point presentation, 2) discuss the power point example, and 3)
create a power point presentation. Participants will then share with the group
their examples of integrating Inspiration into their literature circles.
15 Minutes: Introduction to Integrating Power Point into Literature Circles
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that will show the
participants how to use Microsoft Power Point. See teacher handout (Appendix
Q). An introduction to power point will be given. The participants will be asked

to tum on their computer and click on the power point icon located on their
screen.
25 Minutes: Activity One -Exploring Power Point
I will use a data projector to display a power point presentation that will show the
participants how to use Microsoft Power Point. See teacher handout (Appendix
Q). Participants will be shown and taught how to use the program. They will

become familiar with the program and what it can offer their students.
10 Minutes: Activity Two - Discuss Power Point Example
Participants will look at a Power Point example and fill out guiding questions
(Appendix Q). The participants will then participate in a whole group discussion
about the Power Point example. They will use the guiding questions as a basis for
the discussion.
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
45 Minutes: Activity Three - Create a Power Point using Microsoft Power Point.
Participants will create their own Power Point about a book that they have read.
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25 Minutes: Session Five Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix R) and identify any questions or concerns that they may have. After
the participants are finished filling out the evaluation we will discuss the
questions as a whole group. These questions will ,be the framework for a class
discussion.

Homework: Participants will integrate Power Point into their literature circles and be
expected to bring an example to share with the whole group.

Session Six (Two Hours and Thirty Minutes): Integrating Technology into Literature
Circles Lesson Plans

Participant Materials: A handout will be given to each participant containing a Lesson
Plan Format for integrating Kid Pix, the Internet, Inspiration, and Power Point into
Literature Circles (Appendix T), Guiding Questions for Instruction (Appendix S), and the
Session Six Final Evaluation Form (Appendix U).

25 Minutes: Welcome and Overview of Schedule
This session will being with an overview of the schedule. I will review the
itinerary for the following session and answer any questions that the participants
may have. Objectives for the final staff development include: 1) discuss how this
workshop had impacted their literature circles, and 3) create lesson plans to
integrate technology into literature circles. Participants will share their examples
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of literature circles' Power Point with the whole class.
30 Minutes: Discussion about Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Participants will be in a whole group discussion about how they can integrate
technology into literature circles. They will discuss how this staff development
workshop has impacted their instruction. The paper with the list of concerns from
the first session will be brought into discussion. We will look at those concerns
and see if any of them have been resolved or if they still appear to be a concern
for the participants (Appendix S).
5 Minutes: Restroom Break
60 Minutes: Instructional Planning - Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Participants will have the time to write procedures that integrate technology into
literature circles. They may use the procedural format given to them (Appendix
T). Participants may choose to integrate Kid Pix, Inspiration, the Internet, or
Microsoft Power Point. At this time participants may ask any other questions
they have regarding the workshop.
30 Minutes: Session Six Final Evaluation
This session will end by asking each participant to complete an evaluation form
(Appendix U) and identify any questions or concerns that they may have. By
completing a final evaluation, I will be able to address any concerns the
participants have about the staff development workshop.
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Conclusion
Literature circles are changing the way we think about teaching literacy. "By
supporting tolerance of the opinions and interpretations of others, by recognizing that
interpretations will vary, and by learning to cope with ambiguity, teachers help children
stretch the boundaries of their own knowing" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001, pg. 252).
Students learn how to value their own ideas, form their own opinions, and share them in
such a way that others can follow their thinking. They learn how to build on each other's
ideas, and participate in conversations about their particular literacy work. As they share,
they learn to use their minds. Literature circles enable students to help one another.
Individual students take responsibility, manage themselves as learners, complete tasks,
and discover how to learn on their own (Fountas & Pinnell, pg. 252-262).
Literature circles can be used successfully for students of all ages, from primary
grades through high school. Of course many aspects of literature circles differ widely
from grade to grade. High school students are far more capable of in-depth discussions
and analysis of the texts they read than are first graders. Noe and Johnson (1999) stated
that they have "listened in on some amazingly insightful discussions with beginning
readers" (p. 13). Students at different ages get different benefits from literature circles.
But all students receive the same benefit "building a personal connection with, and
deeper understanding of literature in collaboration with others" (Brown, 1999, pg. 3).
Middle school students are said to benefit the most from literature circles. "The best
discussions will occur with students of middle school age and beyond" (Brown, 1999, pg.
3). This is because middle school students are able to think beyond the words on the
page and enjoy fairly sophisticated discussions.
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Technology is a powerful tool for education and a positive force in children's
lives. Technology is shaping the way literature is taught in the language arts classroom.
The use of technology with literature circles lead to a greater literacy development and
helps students prepare for high school and beyond (Valmont, 2000, pg. 6). Students need
to be able to read, think critically, communicate, and use new technologies in order to
become successful adults in today's changing world. The goal of this project is to help
teachers develop skills that will allow them to help their students utilize the power of
technology in making the positive effects of literature circles even more powerful.
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What are literature circles?
■

■

■

Literature circles are a way for
readers to get together and discuss
a particular book that they have
all read.
Combine the educational ideas of
collaborativ,e learning and independent
reading.

Students exchange opinions,
interpretations, questions, ideas, and
thoughts about literature.

Key Features of
Literature Circles
■

Literature circles include groups of
four to six students
■ Literature circle books are selfselected
■ Literature circles meet on a regular
basis and students agree on how
much to read for the next meeting
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During the literature circle the
teacher takes on a responsive role
■ Literature circles are student led
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- Connector
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- Questioner
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Passage Master
■

Pick out a special part in the
reading that is funny, interesting,
puzzling, your favorite part, etc. It
may be a clue to the theme, a
prediction, or something you notice
the author is doing.
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■

Read it and discuss it with your
group. Write down the page
number and be ready to tell why
you picked it.

Word Wizard
■ Pick out a hard word. Write down the

word and the sentence that the word is
used in. Look up the definition in the
dictionary and be ready to discuss what
it means and why you chose it.

Important Finder
■

Write down what you found that
was important, what page, and how
you marked it:
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L = Learned something

* = Interesting or important

!!f. ■ S = Surprising
■ SI = Shocking
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Connector
■

Write down the connections you have
with reading. It can be a connection
from your life, a connection with
another book, or a connection from
the world. How does that connection
help you understand what you have
read?

Questioner
■

What are you wondering? What
questions do you have in your head
before, during, and after you read?
Can it be answered in the text?
What kind of question is it?
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■

Be ready to talk to the group
about how the questions help
you understand what you read.

Recent Research
■

Benefits of Using Literature Circles
in the Reading Curriculum
■ Benefits of Integrating Technology
into Literature Circles and the
Reading Curriculum

Benefits of Using
Literature Circles
■

Literature circles encourage
students to share with each other
and ask questions of one another.
■ Knoeller (1994) found that ninety
percent ormore of students spoke
during a student-led format in the
classroom.
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■ Literature circles help students to

increase their self-esteem
■ Literature circles prepare students

for their futures.

■ Literature circles help to develop

reading strategies
■ Literature circles help students to
■

construct meaning
Social interaction and collaboration are
key components of literature circles.
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thinking skills.
■ Literature circles foster student's

interest in reading and allow students
the right to choose what to read.
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learning.
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Benefits of Integrating
Technology into
Literature Circles
■ In order for students to be actively

engaged they need activities that
are challenging, interesting, and
relevant (Rozich, 2000)

■

Widespread use of technology will
change our expectations of what
the educated person must now and
be able to do in order to effectively
participate in society (Grisham,
2001)

■ Educational technology has

directly led to significant gains in
reading among elementary and
middle school students (Pierce,

1999)
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■ The

use of technology leads to an
increase of academic achievement
in reading (Cuban, 2000)

■

In studies that focused on reading
and language arts, technology was
shown to provide a learning
advantage in the area of reading
comprehension (White-May, 2003)

■

Technology can make a difference for
students who are more motivated to
learn or students collaborating with
others across vast distances (Cuban,
2000)
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■

Integrating technology into the
curriculum leads to students being
engaged in what they are learning.
Technology is a great motivator (WhiteMay, 2003)

■

Research states that children
without computers at home make
the biggest gains in basic skills,
reading comprehension, language,
and vocabulary' because of the
integration of technology into the
reading curriculum (Cuban, 2000)

■

Integrating technology leads to
learning that is enhanced and the
development of higher-thinking
skills (Cuban, 2000)
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Overview of Programs
■

Computer Programs
-Kid Pix
- Inspiration
-Internet
- Microsoft Power Point

Kid Pix
■ "Kid

Pix empowers students and
encourages them to develop their
creative and artistic skills" (WhiteMay, 2003}
■ Students can choose from six
unique painting, drawing and
animation projects.

■

Students can draw, paint, animate
and play with Stampimator,
Moopies, Wacky TV, and Digital
Puppets
■ Students can showcase their work
with a slide show.
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Example of Kid Pix Graphic

',

Inspiration
■

Inspiration is a visual thinking and
learning tool.
■ Concept mapping, diagramming,
brainstorming, o,utlining, organizing,
planning, and creating materials
· are all possible with Inspiration.

■

Students can create outlines and
semantic maps of stories or other
things that· lend themselves to
logical organization.
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Internet
■ The

Internet can prepare students
for increasingly collaborative,
problem-oriented, and critical
nature of literacy in the classroom.
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■

Engages students in collaborative
work to solve a common problem or
explore a common topic.

■

Internet projects help students
acquire skills in the collaborative
problem solving, information, and
communication,activities they will
use when they enter the world of
work {Leu, 2001)

Internet Activities
■
■
■
■

Author Studies
Virtual Field Trips
Research
Virtual Literature Circles
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Microsoft Power Point
■

Microsoft Power Point is a highpowered software tool used for
presenting information in a slide
show format.

■

"Students can create captivating
presentations that can make a
powerful impression on their
audience" (White-May, 2003).
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Circles
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Guiding Questions - Insight into Knowledge about Literature Circles

1. Have you ever used literature circles in your classroom before? Explain.

2. What did you like about using literature circles? Explain.

3. What didn't you like about using literature circles? Explain.

4. What kind of assignments did you have your student's do while they're in their
literature circle?

5. Do you have any concerns about this workshop?
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Appendix C
• Literature Circle
Assignment Handout
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Passa2e Master
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1. Pick out a special part in the reading that is funny ~

Connector . .
1. Write down the connections you~~~ reading. It

',

interesting, puzzlin_, your favorite part, etc. It may

can be a connection from your life41D, , a connection

be a c l u e ~ to the theme, a prediction, or
something you notice the author is doing. Read it and
discuss it with your group. Write down the page and be
ready to tell why you picked it.

with another b o o k ~ ' · or a connection froin

WordWizard

1·

1. Pick out "hard," interesting, powerful, beautiful,
repeated or important words. Write down the page
number of the word and be ready.to discuss why you
chose it.

A
Important Finder

ffll

1. Write down what you found that was important, what

How does that connection help you
understand what you read?

Questioner •
1. What are you wondering? What questions do you have
in your head before, during and after you read? Can it
be answered in the text? What kind of question is it? Be
ready to talk to the group about how the questions help
you understand what you read.

page, and how you marked it:
L = Learned something
* = Interesting or important
S = Surprising
S ! = Shocking
! ! ! = Exciting
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Guiding Questions - Research and Benefits
1. After reviewing what the research has said about literature circles, how do you feel it

will impact your classroom?

2. What could you see your students gaining from using literature circles?
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Appendix E
• Guiding Questions:
What's important for
Instruction?
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Guiding Questions - What's important for instruction?
1. How do the benefits of using literature circles affect instruction in your classroom?
Explain.

2. What two items did you think were important for classroom instruction and why?

3. What do you like and dislike about Inspiration and why?
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Integrating 'rechnology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Evaluation
Session One
1.

List 2 - 4 details you learned about literature circles.

2. List 2 - 4 details you learned about integrating technology into literature

circles.

3. What questions do you have following this session?

4. What worries you about integrating technology into your literature

curriculum?

5. How do you feel this session could be improved?
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• Integrating Kid Pix
into Literature Circles Teacher Handout
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Using.Kid Pix in your Classroom
Kid Pix is a multimedia authoring and presentation tool for all ages. It includes paint,
draw, sound, text, clip art, video, and a presentation application called slide show. This
handout will provide you the skills needed to create a multimedia presentation. Students
that use this tool will develop their collaborative skills, become effective communicators,
and learn to produce quality work.
From this handout you will be able to produce five slide presentations using various tools
and features of the multimedia authoring tool.
Part One: Tools
You will become familiar with the tools and their options through exploration. Tools
include: wacky pencil, line, rectangle, oval, wacky brush, electric mixer, paint can,
eraser, text, rubber stamps, moving van, undo guy, and the color palette.
Objectives:
• You will view tools and their options
• You will explore tools and options through a hands-on activity
Activity One - Exploring Kid Pix
You will explore Kid Pix tools. You will become familiar with the Kid Pix drawing
screen. Look over the following diagrams and tool descriptions to familiarize yourself
with the program. (The tools are located to the left of the screen. To select a tool, place
the arrow's pointer over a tool and click).
TOOLS
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Fila Edit llodi•■ Switchal"IIIII

Wacky Pencil ---fll<AI
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Tool Descriptions

II

The Wacky Pencil draws free-form lines. The OPTIONS bar offers line widths,
styles and patterns.

--2.]

The Line tool draws straight lines. Select line widths and line patterns from the

OPTIONS bar. The SHIFT key helps draw perfect horizontal, vertical, or 45 degree
angle lines.

I■ I

The Rectangle tool draws rectangles in a variety of patterns selected from the

OPTIONS bar. Press the SHIFT key to draw a perfect square. Press the OPTION key to
draw a rectangle without a black border.
,

-.:7

~ The Oval tool draws ovals in a variety of patterns selected from the OPTIONS
bar. Press the SHIFT key to draw a perfect circle. Press the OPTION key to draw an
oval without a black border.

~ 11\.

tool t~ have fun with! Experiment with the OPTION, COMMAND, and

SHIFT keys.

·~:.'.iI

The Electric Mixer mixes up your drawing in a lot of crazy ways. First select
the MIXER TOOL. Then choose the tool option desired, next click on the drawing.
Your OPTION key can make changes to some of the tool options.

~J

The Paint Can fills the selected area with the chosen color or pattern from the
OPTIONS bar. Select Paint Can. Choose desired color and/or pattern and click on the
area to be painted.
'

'

'
'
'

'

Erasers remove all or part of the drawing in fun ways. Erasers range from
large to small. Select the Eraser tools, the size of eraser from the OPTION bar and erase
part of the drawing. Select other options and click on the screen to watch the whole
picture disappear. Try pressing your option key while erasing and see what happens.
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. AI

Text places letters, numbers and symbols at any place on the screen. Select the
TEXT tool, click on the letter chosen, then click on the screen to place the letter. To use
your keyboard choose TYPE TEXT from the GOODIES MENU. Position the pointer on
the, screen where the letters should begin and click. Type the text desired. You can
change fonts and colors.
'

'

"
'

,·-

'

"
,'
'

·
Stamps place pictures on your slide. There are many sets of stamps on the
OPTIONS bar. Click on the desired stamp, and then click on the screen to place it. To
place many rubber stamps on your drawing, hold the mouse button down and drag the
mouse. Double the size of the stamp by holding down the OPTION key while stamping.
.The SHIFT key triples the size of the picture. For gigantic stamps, press the OPTION key
and the SHIFT key while placing the picture. To EDIT stamps, use the EDIT STAMPS
,option on the GOODIES MENU or double click on the stamp you wish to edit. To select
;a different set of stamps, go to the GOODIES MENU and drag down to SWAP
'STAMPS.
'

:
.

,
. The Moving Van moves a selected section of the drawing from one spot to
. another: Choose the'size and shape moving van you need. Place the van over the area to
be moved. Then move it by holding the mouse button down and dragging the mouse.
When the selection is moved to its destination, release the mouse button. The last choice
:on the OPTION bar allows you to draw a rectangle around what you want to move.

'.

:--~_,·,/'

-~.-,· _ ·,:-i->'

.

.,. · ..
The Undo Guy may be your best friend. He helps get rid of whatever it was
you didn't want to do! Click his face and the results of your last action will immediately
:disappear.

To select a color, simply click on the color you would like to use.
Part Two: Storyboard and Slide Production
Storyboarding is an important part of creating multimedia presentations. You will learn
how to plan a storyboard, create five slides, and save your slides in a special folder.
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Objectives:
•
•
•
•

You will use a storyboard to plan a multimedia presentation
You will use the tools to create slides
You will organize slides for their use in multimedia presentations
You will save five slides

Using a storyboard the participants will develop a plan for five slides. Slide one will be a
solid colored slide. Slide two will include a border and the title with your name. Slides
three and four will tell something about yourself, and slide five ill be another solid
colored slide. You will use a storyboard to fulfill the criteria for each slide. The
storyboard is included in your handout.
Activity Two - Creating a Storyboard
A storyboard is a visual plan of your project. Planning a project on paper before working
at the computer can save time and frustration. A separate block for each slide will help
you to organize and prepare for production on the computer. A storyboard should
include the layout, text, graphics or drawn images, and sounds that are going to be
included on the slide. How much detail you include is up to you. It is also helpful to
assign which elements you would like tosee on each slide in advance. For example, a
teacher might ask for text supported by a hand drawn images and borders.
Create your storyboard on the paper provided. Use the following criteria when planning
your storyboard.
.• Plan two slides of solid color. They may be the same color or different colors. Hint:
Use your paint bucket. These slides will be used the beginning and end of your slide
show ..
•Next, plan a title slide with your name. Add decorations and a border that reflects you.
•Plan two more slides that tell about yourself. Each slide must include a border,
graphics, and text.
Now you are ready to create on the computer!
Saving Slides
Kid Pix Slide Show prefers all sides to be housed in one location. It is very easy to create .
a special folder and then save all your slides into that folder. You can later save the
completed slide show in the same folder.
To create a folder for your slides, make sure your computer desktop is empty. (Close all
windows). Go to the FILE MENU and select NEW FOLDER. A new folder will appear
on your desktop and you can name it. If the "UNTITLED" folder is not highlighted,
click on the word "UNTITLED" one time and it will highlight. Type the name of your
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project to create a new folder name. You will save all your slides and your slide show in
the folder and then drag it to a final location.
You are now ready to open Kid Pix and create the first slide using the tools you learned
in the first section of this module.
When you have completed the first solid colored slide go to the FILE MENU and drag
down to SAVE. This will bring up a dialog box that asks you where you want to save
your slide and what to call it. First, give your slide a nanie. Call it (color) slide. Next,
click on the DESKTOP button. You should see your folder in the box above where you
named your slide. Click on the folder to select it and then click on the OPEN button.
The SAVE button should then be highlighted and you can click on it to save your slide.
You will not have to find your folder next time. It should appear at the top of the box.
You are now ready to try another slide.
Go to the FILE MENU and select NEW. You should see a blank slide. Create your
second solid colored slide. Go to the FILE MENU and select SAVE when you're
finished. Name this (color) slide. This will be your last slide. You are now ready to
create your title slide.
Once again go to the FILE MENU and select NEW. You will create your title slide as
planned on your storyboard. When your slide is complete save it as TITLE SLIDE.
Go to the FILE MENU and select NEW. Complete slides four and save. Repeat the
process for the final slide. You should have completed and saved five slides.
. Quit Kid Pix (FILE MENU then select QUIT) and double click on the folder you created
on your desktop to see that your slides are located within. If they are not inside you must
find them and drag them into the folder. You might try looking inside the Kid Pix folder
on your hard drive.
You have now completed activity two!

Activity Three - Creating a Slide Show
You will use the application called Slide Show and the five slides you have already
created to make a multimedia presentation.

Objectives
• You will use the slide selection feature to select and order your slides
• You will incorporate sound, transitions, and set the Time Slider
• You will save your slide show
You will locate your slides from your folder and place them into each moving van. After
all five slides are in place, you will add transitions and sound to each slide. The time
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slider will be used to set the amount of time each slide will show. The final product will
be a five slide multimedia presentation.
Open Kid Pix and go to the GOOODIES menu, click and drag down to SWITCH TO
SLIDE SHOW. You will see several moving vans as pictured below. Click on the first
button circled within the moving van.

Moving Van #1

Click on the SLIDE SELECTOR ICON circled on the moving van #1 and navigate to the
folder containing your Kid Pix slides. Once you find the slide you want, click on the
SELECT button. (Select the first solid colored slide).
Continue until all five slides are placed in moving vans. Your last slide should also be a
solid colored slide.
Click on the PICK A SOUND ICON (circled in moving van #2 below) and you will see
the sound dialog box. Preview sounds by clicking on the SOUND ICON and then the
PREVIEW button. 'When you find a sound you want, click on the SELECT button. You
can also record your own voice by clicking on the MICROPHONE. You do not need a
. sound for every slide.

Moving Van #2

Click on the PICK A TRANSITION ICON (circled in moving van #3) to choose a
graphic way of going from one slide to the next. You can preview transitions in the same
way you did the sounds. You should choose a transition for each slide .

.,
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Moving Van #3

The last ting to do is to select how long you want each slide to show. You do this with
the TIME SLIDER (circled in moving van #4). Click and drag the bar to the right. A
prop-up clock will show how many seconds y-0ur slide will show.
Moving Van #4

The control panels are used to play your slide show. The UNDO GUY and the
FIRECRACKER have the same functions as in Kid Pix. The right triangle is the play
button and the triangle in the rectangle plays your slide show in a loop. If you select this
button, you must double click to stop your slide show.
Control Panel

Plan your slide show and make any adjustments. You are now ready to save. You can
save your slide show in three different ways. We are going to use two of the three.
Go to the FILE MENU and select SAVE. You will see a dialog box similar to the save
dialog box you used when creating your slides. Name your slide show and be sure it
saves in your folder. Please remember you are saving your slide show as NORMAL!
When you save as a normal slide show, you must always have your individual slides and
slide show in the same folder.
Go to the FILE MENU and select SAVE AS. You will see the same dialog box, but this
time click on the STAND ALONE button below where you named your slide show. This
will create a stand alone version of your slide show that will play on any Windows or
Mac computer that includes this software.
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Appendix H
• Kid Pix Slide Show
Examples and Guiding
Questions
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Guiding Questions - Kid Pix Examples

1. How could you integrate Kid Pix into your literature circles? Explain.

2. What do you like about the Kid Pix examples and software? Explain.

3. What do you dislike about the Kid Pix examples and software? Explain.

'.
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Appendix I
• Session Two Evaluation
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Integrating '{echnology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Evaluation
Session Two
1. List 2 - 4 details you learned about integrating Kid Pix into literature
circles.

2. What questions do you have about Kid Pix following this session?

3. What lesson topics could you come up with for integrating Kid Pix into
literature circles?

4. What worries you about integrating Kid Pix into literature circles?

5. How do you feel this session could be improved?

..
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AppendixJ
• Integrating the Internet
into Literature Circles Teacher Handout
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Internet Projects
Virtual Field Trips
Virtual field trips allow students to take a field trip without leaving their
classroom. These pages make the students feel they are actually visiting the
location. Videos, graphics, sounds, etc. are often used on these pages to help
create the effect of visiting the location. These trips take students to some of
the best websites on the particular subjects they're reading about. Virtual
field trips can be found on the Internet (check out websites below) or you
can make up your own trip that you would like the students to take.
Virtual field trips may be created prior to an actual trip the students will be ,
making. In this way teachers can prepare students for the adventure they will
have. This allows the teacher to focus on particular points of interest that the
students should key in on. A virtual field trip could also be created after the
actual trip. This type of web would reinforce the concepts taught and also be
a type of. "scrapbook" for the adventurous trip.
Virtual Field Trip Websites
http://www.ibiblio.org/cisco/trips.html
http://campus.fortunecity.com/newton/40/field.html
http://home-educate.com/fieldtrip.shtml
http://homeworkspot.com/fieldtrip/
http://www.oswego.org/staff/cchamber/webdesign/virtual fieldtrips.htm
http://sesd.sk.ca/teacherresource/virtualtour/virtualtours.htm
http://midgefrazel.net/fieldtrip.html
http://www.theteachersguide.com/virtualtours.html
http://www.nvo.com/ecnewletter/virtualfieldtrips/

Sample Virtual Field Trip

The Oregon Trail
Go to : http://www.isu.edu/~trinmich/Allabout.html
Click on: Introduction to the Trail
Read: Introduction

Answer the Following Questions:
1. How many people out of ten died on the trip to Oregon?
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2. Who were the first two peqple to go to Oregon in a covered wagon?

Click on: The BACK Button
Click on: "Jumping Off"
Read: "Jumping Off"
Click on: Independence (located in your reading of "Jumping Off")
Answer the Following Questions:
3. Why did people not want to travel the trail alone?

Click on: BACK
Finish Reading: "Jumping Off"
Answer the Following Questions:
4. How much food would a family of four need to take with them on the 2,000
mile trip to Oregon?

5. What months did the journey to Oregon begin?

Click.on: BACK
Click on: BACK again (you should be at the "All About the Oregon Trail" home
page)

Click on: The Route West
Read:';The Route West
Answer the Following Questions:
6. How did the first emigrants comet to Oregon?

7. How long did the sea journey to Oregon take?

'

.
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Click on: BACK
Click on: Hardships
Read: Hardships
Answer the Following Questions:
8. On what particular river did 37 people die on in 1850?

9. How many emigrants were killed by lightning storms?

10. What happened to the people that died from Cholera along the trail?

Click on: BACK
Click on: Camping
Read: Camping
Answer the Following Questions:
11. What was the biggest problem when camping became more difficult?

12. Where did the families sleep along the trail?

13. What time did they begin the journey in the morning?

'

Author Studies
Author studies can also be done online. You can have your students
look up their author on the Internet or plan a virtual field trip that takes
them to meet their author. There is an excellent scholastic website
that included author interviews about book they have written.
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Author Study Websites
· · http://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudies/authorstudies.jhtml

Website Examples
Katherine Paterson - Bridge to Teribithia
http://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudies/authorhome.jhtml?authorlD=80&colla
tera!ID=5257 &displayName=Biography

Gary.Paulsen - Hatchet
http://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudi es/authorhome. jhtml ?authorID= 71 &coll a
teralID=5258&displayName=Biography

J11dy Blume - Tiger Eyes, Superfudge
'

..

htlp://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudies/authorhome.jhtml?author1D=l l&colla
terallD=5106&displayName-Biography

Natalie Babbit - Tuck Everlasting
http://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudies/authorhome.jhtml?author1D=8&collat
eralID=5095&displayName=Biography

What is wonderful about this website is that there are interview
transcripts. You can find out a lot about what the author thought
while they were writing the book.
Virtual Author Web Tour for Bridge to Terabithia
You are going to surf the Internet to answer the following questions. The tour has been
· laid out for you to follow. Please answer the following questions.

Go to:

http://www2.scholastic.com/teachers/authorsandbooks/authorstudies.jhtm1

Click on Author Index "P" The "P" stands for Paterson (the author).
Click on Katherine Paterson
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Read and answer the following questions about Katherine Paterson's life. Some of the
answers might be easy to find, but some might be hard. You will be expected to read
everything of the following web sites to find the answers. Please write in complete
sentences.

1; Where was her early childhood spent?

2. How does Katherine feel when she's writing about things that are sad or frightening?

Click on Booklist in the upper left-hand corner of the page.
Click on Bridge to Terabithia.

Click on Author's Note
Read about why Katherine Paterson wrote Bridge to Terabithia and answer a
questi<;>n about it.

3. · When did she write Bridge to Terabithia?

Click on Interview Transcript
4.

What is the book she's most proud of?

5. How long did it take her to write Bridge to Terabithia?
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6.', How did she come up with the word "terabithia?"

7. What's her favorite thing to write about?

8. Why does she enjoy writing for young adults?
9. Are any of her books based on a true story?

10. What advice would she give you ?

Click on Author's Web Site
Click on Library
Several books are listed here. Click on them and read about them. Next, list the books
by Katherine Paterson that you would like to read in the future.

Click on Awards
11. Name three awards she has received.
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Click on Questions
12. What was something that Katherine did in 6 th grade?

13. How would she like her children to remember her?

Rate the book. Give Bridge to Terabithia between a one and ten. Circle either number
one being the worst book you've ever read and ten being the best.

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

',
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AppendixK
• Visual Author Web
Tour Examples

___ ,..
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Tuck Everlasting Author Study
Natalie Babbitt
Biography
1. What three things did Natalie learn from her husband and sister?

2. What did Natalie grow up wanting to be?

3. What did Natalie do during her childhood?

4 .. When and where was Natalie born?

5. What are her children's names?

6. Why does Natalie write for children?

Book List
1. What other books would you like to read and why?

.........
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Interview

1. How old.was Natalie when she wrote her first book?

2. How would Natalie describe her writing and why?

3. Why would she want you to read Tuck Everlasting?

4. Why doesn't the man in the yellow suit have a name?

5. How· does she c,hoose names for her books?

6. What kind of books did Natalie read when she was younger?

7. What two things prepared Natalie as a writer?

8. What does she feel is the best part about being a writer?

9. Why does she use similes and metaphors in her writing?

i~,. February 5, 2002

. Authora Ot\llne Biography. Lois Lowry
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Biography

Natalie B~bbitt's Biography
I was born and raised in Ohio. During
my childhood, I spent most of my time
drawing and reading fairy tales and
myths. My mother, an amateur landscape
and portrait'painter, gave me art lessons.
She always made sure I had enough
paper, paint, pencils, and encouragement.
I grew up wanting only to be an
illustrator. I studied art at Laurel School
a.w,;w..,..._,..,....,....... in Cleveland and at Smith College.
Right after graduation, I married Samuel Fisher Babbitt, an
academic administrator. I spent the next ten years in
Connecticut, Tennessee, and Washington, D.C., raising our
children, Christopher, Tom, and Lucy.
My husband took time out from his academic career to write a
novel and discovered that he didn't enjoy the long, lonely
hours that writing demanded. My sister produced a comic
novel, which required substantial rewriting. I learned three
valuable things from observing my husband's and sister's
forays into the writer's world: You have to give writing your
full attention. You have to like the revision process. And you
have to like to be alone. But it was years before I put any of
this to good use.'
In 1966, my husband and I collaborated on a children's book
called The Forty-ninth Magician - he wrote it and I
illustrated it. With encouragement from our editor at Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, I continued producing children's books even
after my husband became too busy to write the stories.

Booklist
Interview
Transcript
Born:

July 28, 1932, in Dayton,
Ohio
Current Home:

Providence, Rhode Island
Selection ol Awards:

• Newbery Honor ( 1971 ) and
American Library Association
Notable Book citation ( 1970)
for Kneeknock Rise
• American Library.
Association Notable Book
(1976), Christopher Award
for juvenile fiction ( 1976),
International Reading
Association choices list
( 1978), and Congress of the
International Board on Books
for Young People ( 1978) for
Tuck Everlasting
• Hans Christian Andersen
Medal nomination, 1981.
Genre:

Fantasy, coming of age

I write for children because I am interested in fantasy and the
possibilities for experience of all kinds before the time of
compromise. I believe that children are far more perceptive
and wise than American books give them credit for being.

• Top of Page

http ://teacher. scholastic, com/ au lhorsa nd books/ a ulho rs/lowry/blo him
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Biography

Natalie Babbitt
Interview Transcript

Booklist
Interview Transcript

The author was interviewed by Scholastic students.
Did you want to be a writer when you were younger?
I never wrote a word - I wrote verse from time to time. But I never wanted
to be a writer. I wanted to be a book illustrator. I used to hurry home from
school and draw.
How old were you when your first book was published?
I was maybe thirty-five. I wasn't really writing then. What I wanted to do
was be an illustrator. My husband wrote the story for my first book, but
then he didn't want to do that anymore. So if I was going to go on being an
illustrator, I had to start writing the stories, too.

When you first started writing, did you have any doubts about
whether you could do it?
Yes. The first two books that I did by myself were long stories in verse. I
knew I could do that because I'd written a lot in verse. But, verse stories are
hard to sell, so my editor encouraged me to try writing in prose. And I
thought "okay," and I wrote a little picture-book story and it kept growing
and growing, and before I knew it I had created The Search for Delicious.
When it was finished, I couldn't believe I had done it! And I'm not sure I
could do it again today.
Why are the people in The Search for Delicious so quarrelsome and
thoughtless? Do you think all people are like that?
I think all people are like that when they think they have a good reason.
What influenced your writing of The Search for Delicious?
It caine out of the fairy tales I had read growing up, but it has a serious side
to it, too. I wrote it during the Vietnam War, and I wasn't conscious of
writing about that - I'm not a very political person. I had lived through a
lot of wars - I had grown up during WW II. We human beings do a lot
of dumb things, and war is certainly the dumbest. I think that affected the
book as I was writing.
Has being an artisUillustrator Influenced the way you write stories?
I don't know that it has influenced it. I think my writing style and my
pictures come out of the same place - they're mutually informed by what I
see in my head. When you're writing a story, it's like watching a movie you describe what you're seeing in your head. And illustrating is the same
thing - you draw what you see in your head. I'm not skillful enough to
draw exactly what I see in my head, but J do the best J can.
How would you describe your writing?
Wordy! I enjoy description - I like words, and words ¥e the tools that
writers use, just like paint is the tool that artists use. I think words are fun,
and I have a lot of fun using them. I know that a lot of kids think my
stories start very slowly, and I expect that's true. But that's the way I like to
read stories, so when I'm writing them I can do what I want! I say that to
kids in schools, and they are very generous - they say, "That's true. You
can do what you want. It's your story."
Do you have any favorites among the books you've written?
I have two favorites. My most favorite is the only one that's not for kids it's about Ohio, where I grew up, and it's about Midwestern things and
people. I tried to make it a book for kids, but it did not want to go that way.
It's called Herbert Row barge. And it's for women over forty. Of my
books for kids, my favorite is Goody Hall, which is the one my readers
like the least! Kids in England tend to like it better than kids in America. I
. love the characters in that book. And it seems funny to me.
If someone could only read one of your books, which one would you

want them to read?
Tuck Everlasting. People seem to have a good time thin.king about the
issues raised in that one. And grownups seem to like it as much as kids.
h up .'//leach er. scholastic. com/ au tho rs andboo ks/ a ut hors/b abb ii Vlscr1 pt h Im
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Do you think there'..s a lesson in Tuck Everlasting?
People are always looking for a lesson in it, but I don't think it has one. It
presents dilemmas, and I think that's what life does! I dealt with a lot of
dilemmas before I even started school, I think a lot of adults would like to
think that things are simple for kids, but that's not so. I get a lot of letters
from students and teachers saying they spend a lot of time debating the
things that happen in Tuck. Things that are illegal happen - the man in
the yellow suit being killed, for example. I think the book doesn't present
any lessons about what's right and what's wrong, but it does point out how
difficult these decisions are.
Why did you feel it was necessary to kill the man in the yellow
suit?
.
In the beginning, I hadn't decided what I was going to do with him. He had
to be silenced - it was a practical thing. If you think about different ways
to keep someone quiet, they're all very tetTible. Rip out his tongue? Bash ,
him on the head and put him in a coma? Killing him seemed to be the most
merciful thing. Mae Tuck is a female animal, and we female animals are
born with an instinct to protect our young. And Mae lashed out at the man
in the yellow suit without having to think about it. She did what I would've
done if someone had come into my house and tried to take my children
away when they were very little. She's very much like me - and what I
was like when _I was young .
.Why doesn't the man in the yellow suit have a name?
He had a name in the beginning. As I went along, I took it out. He is much
more threatening and mysterious if he doesn't have a nan1e, and I think
that's true of a lot of things in life. When we don't know anything about
someone, they're more mysterious.

How did you get the idea for the man in the yellow suit to remain
nameless?
I talked to kids in school, and I asked them how they would feel if a
stranger came and sat in the classroom and didn't say anything. They said
it would seem dangerous! I think the man in the yellow suit's evilness is
easier to believe if he doesn't have a name.
·
How did you come up with the setting for the story?
The location of the story is a real place. We lived for twelve years in the
Adirondacks, in central New York State. Our house was exactly like the
Tucks' house. There-were many toads around, so it seemed natural to put
them in the story. There were frogs as well, so I put them in the story too.
But frogs don't corne out into the middle of the road, and wads do.
How do you choose the names of your characters?
That's one of the things I like the best! In most of my books, the characters'
names have secondary meanings that the reader doesn't have to know. In
Tuck Everlasting, Winnie's last name - Foster - means "forester." The
name Tuck came from a thesaurus and an old dictionary. I wanted a name
that meant life and was only one syllable. When I looked it up in my old
dictionary, I found that tuck meant life. The first names in that book were
chosen to go with the times- they're old-fashioned. You don't meet too
many people with those names very often any more - although once I was
approached by a woman who told me her name was Winifred Foster!
Why did you make Winnie die in Tuck Everlasting?
Winnie did what I would have done. I think that living forever would be a
terrible thing. It would be boring, sad, and lonely.
Will you ever write a sequel to Tuck Everlasting?
No, I will never write a sequel. I think sequels are wonderful when a writer
has planned to do it before the first one is done, but to 1Yrite a sequel to a
novel just because people have enjoyed it usually produces an inferior
novel. And it would be unfair to do a sequel without Winnie in it.

Will there ever be a movie of Tuck E~erlasting?
Now some of you might have seen a very bad movie that was made of
Tuck a few years ago, and it was made for about $9.42. A lot of changes
were made. One of the changes was that Pa Tuck takes careful aim and
shoots the man in the yellow suit. And it was a very deliberate act! The
young director told me he didn't think a woman could do what Mae Tuck
did. And that shows he has a very poor understanding of female mammals!
Now, of course, what Mae Tuck did was a crime - the law doesn't care a
lot about instinct. And if she hadn't escaped, she would've been caught and
hanged, and then what? Lots to think about with that question. That movie
has been withdrawn, but there may be another movie.
We've read and enjoyed the book The Devil's Storybook. Have you
ever considered writing a book about heaven?
· Heaven is in the Devil's stories every once and awhile. In the story about
the two brothers who qua1Tel all the time, it's there. But ['m afraid I must
say, and _I hope nobody gets mad at this, but things are probably mar~
htlp://teacher.scholastic.com/authorsandbooks/aulhors/babbitt/lscript.hlm
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intere~ting in Hell than in Heaven. Which is not to say I want to go there .
but as far as storytelling is concerned, 1 need bad people. That's why we
have to have villains: to keep interest. If everybody was good, we'd have
fewer iriteresting stories.

What Is the most important aspect of writing a story?
There are so many different ways to go about writing a story. I have been
criticized because it always appears that the idea, not the characters, is the
most important thing in my stories. 1 think that criticism is probably
justified! I cast my characters out of the possibilities - the kinds of people
who are best going to be able to talk about my idea. The Tuck family has
four members, and they were chosen specifically to talk about different
points of view of living forever.
Why did you choose to write about the idea of living forever?
The question of what it might be like to live forever is something that
everyone thinks about. And I think you think about it more when you find
out you can't do it. It's an idea that's been sitting around in my head for a
lot of years. I think we shy away from writing about our own deaths,
although we can write about others' deaths. I'm always surprised when
people think that Tuck Everlasting is unusual, because I think it's the most
usual question there is.
Do you consider yourself to be a fantasy writer?
Well, everybody thinks my books are fantasy, but they're not. Kneeknock
-Rise and The Eyes of the Amaryllis are not fantasy. Very often there is
no other way to talk about certain kinds of ideas. You can't talk about living
forever without writing fantasy. Fantasy can deal with things much more
directly sometimes than factual fiction can. And there's also something very
satisfying about the whole pattern of the classic hero. These stories tend to
have strong, satisfying endings. Although I get some back talk on Tuck
Everlasting with that one - some people don't think it has a satisfying
ending.
What do you mean by "classic hero"?
There is a pattern about which I knew nothing until I had written several
books. In almost every fairy tale or myth, or big story, even in the movies,
there is a hero who receives a call to adventure, and crosses the line from
the real to the fantasy world. He meets his adversaries, fights his battle, and
comes back to try and pass on what he's learned to the real world. This
pattern is so ancient that some people think we are born understanding it! It
even happens in the Wizard of Oz. The hero has protectors - like the
Scarecrow, the Tin Man, the Cowardly Lion. And the hero mostly comes
back in the end. This pattern is there, and it's hard to escape it in fantasy.
What types of books would you read when you were young?
The things I read to myself were mainly fairy tales and Greek myths.
Those were the things I liked best.
Did you have a favorite book when you were younger?
I think my favorite books were Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking Glass. I loved them because they didn't have any
lessons to teach.
What made Alice's Adventures in Wonderland your favorite book?
· The pictures were beautiful and funny at the same time, which was
relatively unusual. They were in black and white, which is what 1decided I
would always do, although now I've branched out into color. lt seemed to
me to be the perfect children's book, but children either love it or hate it. I
couldn't wait to read it to my own kids, and none of them really liked it!
Have your children influenced your writing? Have you ever used
,
them In your books?
I've used them for models for pictures. I haven't used them as themselves.
My daughter is a writer too, among other things. I have used my
grandchildren as characters. I have used my grandson in the picture book
Bub, Or the Very Best Thing. He's the main character. For the picture
book I am writing now, I am using my granddaughter Maggie. I have to
draw her eight times on each page (since the fairy godmother turns her into
eight of herself). I have to do one more book for my third grandchild. They
love being in the books. They are very good about posing. I also use our
pets. We have cats and dogs. In fact, everyone in Bub, Or the Very Best
Thing is a real member of our family.
What do you feel prepared you for a career as a writer?
Two things: As I've said, I read a lot when I was a child, and my mother
. often read the children's classics aloud to my sister and me. My father
loved words and was very funny with words. Those two things were
tremendously useful. You really have to love words if you're going to be a
writer, because as a writer, you certainly spend a lot of time with words.
· What Is the best part of being a writer?
When I'm all finished. I enjoy the sense of completion.
hllp://t,ucher.scholutic.com/authorsandbooks/authors/babbill/tscripl.htm
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What Is your long~t book and how long did it take you?
Well, the longest one is the only one that's for grownups, but it's not that
much longer than the ones for kids. And it didn'L take me as long to wriLe
as The Eyes of the Amaryllis. That took ten years and that was only to
figure out the plot.

What do you think you do best as a writer?
I think I'm best at writing description, probably. That's what I like to write
the best.
How do you choose the settings for your stories?
The problems that I write about come from my real life, and 1 deal with
them in a made-up way. The characters are all bits and pieces of people I've
known. And the settings tend to be places that I've known, too. The Eyes
of the Amaryllis is very definitely Cape Cod, Massachusetts - to me,
Although it could be any northern coastline, it has a very New England feel
to me. Although someone told me they thought it was Florida'
Do you know anyone who was lost at sea? What inspired you to
write The Eyes of the Amaryllis?
I don't know anybody personally who was lost at sea. None of my
ancestors that I know of, that is. I am from Ohio and the first time I saw the
ocean I was eleven and it made a huge impression on me. I wanted to write
a book about it. In The Eyes of the Amaryllis, the ocean is the main
·character. Also, many people were lost at sea in the shipping days.
Who Is your favorite author besides yourself?
I'm not one of my favorites! I don't have a favorite writer who's working
now. I'm not especially up-to-date with today's children's writers. I'll read
books by my friends who are writers. I've been around in the field for a
long time, so I know a lot of people - Katherine Paterson, David
Macaulay, and Mary Brigid Barrett, who's a new writer. I don't see them all
on a regular basis, but I see them at book shows. Now, most of my favorite
authors tend to be dead, but not all! I mostly read novels for adults. I
particularly like British authors - Anthony Trollope and Jane Austen and
Charles Dickens. But there are some contemporary authors I like, too.

In Kneeknock Rise, all of the inhabitants of Instep refused to
believe that there might not be a monster up in the mountains, no
matter what anyone said. Do you think this was a good thing?
It is like what Uncle Eagan says at the end. Believing that it is there makes
their lives more interesting. We all need to believe in some kind of magic.
And not just children - grownups too.
Where did you come up with the names Kneeknock Rise and
Instep? Do they have any meaning?
Kneeknock comes from an old expression. Sometimes you still hear it: "I
was so scared, my knees knocked together." 1nstep was spur of the
moment, when I was talking abouL the Lown aL the foot of the hill, and the
instep is a part of your foot. Instep is also common in the names of towns
in Europe, but I don't know what it means.
Does the Megrimum represent anything? Where did that name
come from?
The name comes from an old word for headache. People used to say, "Oh,
I've got the megrims," and I just put a "um" on the end of it. The
Megrimum is a similar creature to Big Foot, the Loch Ness Monster, and
the Abominable Snowman - a creature that may or not be there,
depending on your point of view.
How did you come up with the name and idea for the Woldwellers?
Wold is an old word for "wood" or "forest," and ljust·tacked the word
dweller onto the end of it to make it wood dweller or rree dweller. I
didn't make up the type of character, just the name for it.
Why do you use so many similes and metaphors in your writing?
We use similes and metaphors all the time when we talk. They help readers
get things that they otherwise might not. I ask kids in schools: "How
would you describe snow to someone who had never seen it?" You can't
without using metaphors and similes!
Why do you use such difficult vocabulary words in your books?
They're the words that say what I wanted to say! Some time during the last
40 years, people have decided that children can't understand any words that
have more than four or five letters. That's just plain crazy. When I was in
grammar school, my friends and I were no smarter than children are now.
But our books did not fudge on vocabulary! Alice'.1· Adventures in
Wonderland would be considered hard now. There's no other way 10
enlarge our vocabularies. The more words you have at your disposal, the
easier it is to say what you want to say, specifically. Should we wait until
high school to teach children words of more than om:: syllable? No, no, no.
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· skills?

That's a hard, hard q~estion. The things that worry me a little bit about what
we're doing now is that teachers are hideously overburdened. Parents aren't
playing as much of a role as they shou.ld in· educating children about the
fun of reading. Teachers have to do it all! The most important job in the
world is teaching, and you have to have special skills to do that job well.
Is there a certain place where you like to write most?

When I was doing most of my long stories, we lived in a house in upstate
New York and I did most of my writing in a corner of the sofa. That was
before computers. But now, many houses later, I write on the computer in
the third floor workroom. I think using the computer has changed my
writing. For one, it's easis:r to do because you don't have to worry about
your typing as much. But I don't like it really, because it feels less
personal.
Do you think technology will affect how children learn. to read and

what they read? .
Well, certainly technology will affect how children read. I'm worried about
literacy. I think that book reading is a tremendous amount of fun. l think
the fun of it is beginning to be lost, a little. At one point, we got alarmed
because kids weren't reading enough. So. we started to have kids read in
school. Once we attached homework to it, reading lost some of its fun as a
leisurely and enjoyable thing to do. If there were some way to teach
reading and retain the idea that books are fun, then we'd have it made!
What was the best compliment you have ever received about your
writing?

The best compliments that I get are ones I get in letters from kids who say
they've liked something.
What is your suggestion for someone who wants to start writing?

Be a reader. It's the only real way to learn how to tell a story. All of us are
storytellers of one kind or another, and I wish you all lots of luck with it if
you choose to do it.
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Booklist
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This is a selected list of the author's pub/Lvhed work.

Tuck Everlasting
Ten-year-old Winnie Foster discovers a spring in the woods near her
home- a magic spring that has given the Tuck family eternal life. Does
Winnie drink the water? Or does she share the Tucks' secret with a
mysterious, money-minded stranger? Winnie's accidental encounter with
~e unusual Tuck family changes her life forever.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-48009-5, $4.95, /39 pp.,
ages 9-/2

• Top of Page
The Search for Delicious
"Because of disagreement in the castle over a definition for the new
dictionary, the Prime Minister's young assistant is sent out to poll the
entire citizenry .... an imaginative, winning story." - Buok.li.i"t , starred
review
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-46536-3, $3.95, 176 pp.,
all ages

lA Top of Page
Kneeknock Rise
Instep is a village at the foot of a cliff called Kneeknock Rise. A terrible
moaning bellows from the clouds of mist that hide the top of the c Ii ff. No
one knows what it is - no one who's dared to venture to the top has
returned! But young Egan decides to investigate for himself.
1971 Newbery Honor Book
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-44260-6, $3.95, 96 pp.,
ages 9-12

A Top of Page
The Something
An ugly, hair-covered, buck-toothed little boy is afraid of something
coming through his window at night. With his mother's help, Mylo
discovers a way to conquer his fear of the dark.
· Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-46464-2, $2.95, 40 pp.,
ages 4:-8

lATopof Pm
Goody Hall
The new tutor at Goody Hall is pleased with his job but can't help feeling
there is something peculiar about the household.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-42767-4, $4.95, 176 pp.,
ages4-8

.rli Top of Page
. The Devil's Storybook

.

Ten stories recount the Devil's exploits, successes, and failures in Hell and
in the world above.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperbad, 0-374-41708-3, $3.95, 102 pp.,
ages 4-8
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The Devil's Other Storybook·
The Devil is back, just as full of vanity and other failings as he was The
Devil's Storybook .

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-4/704-0, $4.95, ages 9-12

A Top of Page
The Eyes of the Amaryllis
When 11-year-old Jenny"stays with her widowed grandmother, who lives
by the seashore, she learns a great deal about the nature of love and the
.ways of the ocean. "The author reminds us that the line between reality and
imagination is undefinable." - Publishers Weekly
•

Farrar, Straus & Giroux, paperback, 0-374-42238-9, $3.95, 128 pp.,
ages 9-12

Herbert Rowbarge
·This revealing story of a self-made man - his dreams, achievements,
peculiarities, and his relationships with his twin daughters, relatives and
friends- is" ... (Babbitt's] crowning achievement." - Publishers
Weekly

Sunburst Books, paperback, 0-374-5/852-/, $3.95, young adult

• I<lD of Page
Neille: A Cat on Her Own
Nellie, an abandoned cat puppet, is rescued by Big Tom, a real cat. He
takes her away to a moonlit hilltop where there is a gathering of friends.
What happens next may be moonshine or magic, or possibly both. "A
charming fantasy with the same graceful and precise language as Tuck
Everlasting ," - Booklist , starred review

Farrar, Straus & 'Giroux, paperback, 0-374-45496-5, $4.95, 31 pp.,

4-8
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The Gi.ver Author Study·
Lois Lowry
Biography

1. How old was Lois when she new she wanted to become a writer?

2. What general theme does Lois' books have?

3. What is her favorite genre?

4. When and where was Lois born?

5. What does her son do and what happened to her daughter?

6. \tVhat does Lois want to do for her grandchildren?
7. How many times has she won the Newbery Medal?
Book List

1. Wh~t other bo_oks would you like to read and why?

'
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Interview
1. How long did it take Lois to writer The Giver?

2. What would you of liked to see as the ending of The Giver?

3. What book is Lois currently writing that is connected to The Giver?

4. What are her favorite kinds of books to write?

5. Why do you think that in The Giver they weren't able to see color?

6. Why did Lois want to become a writer?

7. Do you like Lois' explanation of th.e first person that created the rules in
The Giver, why or why not?

8. What advise does she give to children that want to become writers?

·

9. How does she name her characters?
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Lois Lowa:y•s Biography
From the time I was eight or nine, I
wanted to be a writer. Writing was what,
I liked best in school; it was what I did
best in school.
I was a solitary child, born the middle of
three, who Ii ved in the world of books
and my own imagination. There are
some children, and I was this kind of
child, who are introverts and love to
read -- who prefer to curl up with a
book than to hang out with friends or play at the ball field.
Children like that begin to develop a feeling for language and
for story. And that was true for me -- that's how I became a
writer.
My books have varied in content and in style. Yet it seems to
me that all of them deal, essentially, with the same general
theme: the importance of human connections. A Summer to
Die , my first book, is a fictionalized retelling of the early
death of my sister, and of the effect of such a loss on a family.
' Number the Stars , set in a different culture and era, tells of the
same things: the role that we humans play in the lives of our
fellow beings. ,

Bookllst
Interview Transcript
Discussion Group

Born:

March 20, 1937 in Honolulu,
Hawaii
Current Home:

Cambridge, Massachusetts
Selection of Awards:

• Newbery Medals for
Number the Stars (1990)
and The Giver (1994)
• Boston Globe-Hom Book
for Rabble Starkey (1987)
• American Library
Association Notable Book
citation for Autumn Street
(1980).
Favorite Genres:

Coming-of-age, humor,
historical fiction

The Giver takes place against the background of yet another
very different culture and time. Though broader in scope than
my earlier books, it nonetheless speaks to the same concern:
the vital need for humans to be aware of their interdependence,
not only with each other, but with the world and its
environment.
I use the Anastasia books to make myself laugh and to lighten
up between serious books. But I also use them to deal with
serious topics in a different way, disguised by humor.
I think it is my own children, all of them grown now, who
have caused me to expand my view. One of my sons was a
fighter pilot in the United States Air Force; as a mother during
the Gulf War, I was newly stunned into fear for the world and
a heightened awareness of the necessity to find a way to end
conflict. One of my daughters has become disabled as a result
of the disease of the central nervous system; through her, I
have a new and passionate awareness of the importance of
human connections that transcend physical differences.
And I have grandchildren now. For them, I feel a greater
urgency to do what I can to convey the knowledge that we
live intertwined on this planet and that our future as human
beings depends upon our caring more, and doing more, for
one another.

Two-time Newbery Medal winner Lois Lowry was born in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Today she lives and writes in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in a house dominated by a very shaggy Tibetan
terrier named Bandit. Her hobbies include gardening, knitting,
http:/lteacher.scholasllc.com/authorsandbooka/authors/lowry/tscript.htm
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The author was interviewed by Scholastic students.
What was your first book and when was it written?
My first book was called A Summer to Die and it was published in 1977.
It is still in print and it's autobiographical. It's about the death of my sister
when we were young,
When you were growing up, did you ever imagine you'd become a
famous author?
I imagined myself as an author. It's what I always wanted to be as a child. I
studied writing in college. "Fame" - whatever that means - never entered
into it. And still, fame is of no interest to me.
Have you ever been tempted to do anything besides write books?
I have worked as a photographer and I love doing that, but unfortunately, I
don't have time to do both things. For photographers, darkroom work is
very time-consuming - I miss that, but I probably won't do it again.
Did you write books as a child?
I began to write many books, as children do. As I know from the letters I
get from kids, books by children are usually half-finished, and so were all
of mine. It's very easy to start a book whether you're ten or sixty, as I now
am. It's much harder to finish one.
What was the source of the photos you used for The Giver's cover?
When I worked as a'magazine photographer, I was hired to do an article
about a man who was a painter. I wrote the article and I also photographed
the man. That was more than 20 years ago, and that man, that painter, has
died. But his face was so wonderful that I kept a copy of his photograph
and used it on the cover of The Giver. Underneath that is another
photograph, taken in New Hampshire, at sunset with new snow on the
ground.
Where did you get the idea for The Giver?
The Giver, of course, is entirely fictional. Its origins are complicated. I
can tell you, though, that both of my parents were dying when I wrote the
book. And, so the topic of "memories" and the transferring of the
memories from one generation to the next was very much on my mind.
How does The Giver relate to anything about you? Do you plan a
sequel? ·
No, I don't plan a sequel. What I might do is a book set at the same time in
a different part of the world, in another community, different from the one
of The Giver. It would be a parallel book, rather than a sequel. How The
Giver relates to me is probably the same way it relates to everybody - it
is a reminder of the importance of the choices we make; also, the value of
our freedom to make choices.

In The Giver there are birthmothers, but who "fathers" the
children?
I suppose there was some kind of artificial insemination. There's probably
a lab somewhere in the community. I don't know who the fathers would be.
Volunteers, I suppose, or maybe they would be appointed. Being a
"birthfather" doesn't involve as much work as being a "birthmother."
Do you think that people are more comfortable with "Sameness,"
as the characters in the book The Giver are?
I think that people are always more comfortable with familiar things. It is
not easy to stand out, and that's why teenagers like to wear the same
·sneakers as other teenagers. The world of The Giver is. a world where
nobody has to take any risks. It's a very safe and comfortable world.
Why did you choose a horrible shocking image to get Jonas to
change his ideas about life in the community?
When you're a writer, you try to surprise the reader. You try to command
http://taacher,acholastic.com/authorsandbooks/authors/lowry/bookllst.htm
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the reader's attention. Sometimes that involves shocking the reader. In real
life I think sometimes we have to be shocked into taking action, so the
bo~k refledts that. r
In '(he Giver, does Jonas die, or dQes lie really go sledding to
Elsewhere?
Ah, that makes about the 5,000th time I've been asked that. I don't answer
that question, specifically. I like readers to create their own answer to that
one. I view it as an optimistic ending, a happy ending. So, perhaps, that
means he doesn't die. On the other hand, for Jonas, maybe death would be
an entry into a better world. You as readers can decide for yourselves.
In The Giver, why or how did you decide to have ceremonies in
December, rather than.birthdays?
•
Gosh, that's tough to answer. I was just creating a world with a different set
of customs and rituals. I could have made those anything I chose. I could
have had one enormous birthday in July, for example. But December is a
time of change and a new year coming, so I chose that month for the
·community to acknowledge change, It's interesting that 41 Japan,
traditionally, everybody becomes their next age on January 1, rather than
acknowledging individual birthdays.
·
We thought there were several religious undertones in The Giver.
Are these deliberate?
I was aware of them when I wrote the book. It can be read as a Christian
metaphor and many churches do use the book in that way. At the same
time, a lot of Jewish people give the book as a bar/bat mitzvah gift because
that ceremony celebrates becoming an adult at the age of thirteen. So, it
could be read as Jonas' making a journey into adulthood as well. I'd like
for people with different beliefs to find what they believe in the book, so it
can mean many different things to different people.
In your opinion, was Jonas actually ready to give Gabe some
memories?
.
Well, the book says he was able to do so. Perhaps it was too soon, but it
did help him keep the baby alive at the end of the book.
Why did the Giver have to lose memories when he gave them to
Jonas?
It was just part of the plot. I don't know. I could have written it differently
but a writer needs to make decisions and along the way I just had to decide
"this or that," "yes or no," and so when it came to that point in the book, I
had to decide that tl}e Giver would make some sacrifices, too.
As an adult, how are you able to get inside the head of an
eleven-year-old boy so well?
Well, I Was never a young boy, but I was certainly eleven years old once,
and I remember very well my feelings from that time. In addition, I have
had four children - two of them were boys. And now I have
grandchildren, so I'm still invited into the world of eleven year olds now
and then. When my oldest grandson was eleven, he and I took a trip
together, and I felt that I knew him quite well and perhaps a little of him
became part of Jonas.
When you sit down to begin a book, do you have the whole story
mapped out in your head, or do you just have some ideas, and as
you write, you develop the plot and the characters?
In my head_ I have the main characters, the beginnings of the plot, and a
sense of the theme. The secondary characters and the complications of the
plot all come to me after I begin writing, and then I follow my imagination
through the pages of the book. Parts of it take me by surprise when I'm
writing.
·
What Is your next book that you're working on?
The next book is finished. It will be published in October and it's the
fourth book in the series about Anastasia's brother, Sam. The title will be
Zooman_ Sam.
Have you ever started a book and not fmished it?
I have occasionally set a half-finished manuscript aside for a while and
gone on to something different. But I always come back and finish what I
started. Right now I have several half-written books in my computer.
Sometimes after a break, you go back refreshed and the ideas seem new
and better.
·
Did you do much reading while you were gro.wing up?
I was a voracious reader as a child. My taste ran from the Bobsey Twins to
·good Fterature like The Yearling and A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.
What kinds of books do you read in your spare time?
I think most people, including children, like to read about people their own
age. So, I like to read fiction usually about women and by women. As for
magazines, I reo.d The New Yorker every week and all the other standard
htlp:/lteacher.scholaslic.com/authorsandbooks/authors/lowry/booklist.hfm
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magazines out there.
Do you ever want to write a book for adults?
No. The process is the same, but at the moment I love what I do, and that
seems to be writing with young protagonists. I could change my mind
someday.
Which was the hardest book you ever wrote? . ·
Hmm ••. I guess The Giver was the most complicated book I've written. I

wouldn't call it hard to write because it was fun to do, but it was certainly
the most complex and it required the most revision.
',

'

Which of your books is your favorite?
I like J\utumn Street a lot, probably because the characters in it were real
people. They were very dear to me and almost all of them are gone now.
Have any of your books been made into movies or plays? If so, did
you like them? . . . .
. .
A book called Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye was made into a TV movie.
I didn't like it much. A book called Taking Care o/Terrific was made into
a TV movie, and I didn't like it much either. Number the Stars has been
performed as a play, which I have not seen. It was also a musical, which I
have ·seen (in New York) and I liked that a lot. Number the Stars and
The Giver are both in the hands of movie companies now, but they've not
been made yet. And Anastasia Krupnick is being made into a musical.

Is it easier for you to write fact or fiction?
It's easier for me to write fiction. I like to use my imagination. Writing
nonfiction kind of makes you stick to the truth. Even though you can write
nonfiction in creative and imaginative ways, for me that's not as much fun
as writing stories.
How do you choose the setting for your books?
Most of my books are set in places where I have lived - Pennsylvania,
New York, Maine - because those settings are familiar to me. I don't have
to do research since I lived there. Of course I had to go to Copenhagen in
order to. write about it for Number the Stars. Rabble Starkey is set in an
imaginary place. Each setting seems to appear as if by magic and is
appropriate to the characters.
Have you ever thought of writing a book about kids entering sixth
grade? It's pretty scary to enter middle school, and we thought a
book _about kids having the same feelings might help.
I've written a number of books about that age - not specifically about
entering a new school. It's certainly a good idea and some writer ought to
do it. I have twin granddaughters in fourth grade, so fairly soon they'll be
experiencing that, and maybe that will spur me to write about it.

Did you do much writing in school when you were growing up?
When I was a student, not much attention was paid to writing - at least in
elementary school. I went to a small, private high school, and there I had
some teachers who influenced me a great deal. In high school, we had a lot
of creative-writing assignments, and I worked on a literary magazine. So,
that was a very happy time for me.
What types of activities did you get Involved with when you were in
school?
First of all, I was very bad at sports. I joined school clubs occasionally and
I was always elected secretary because I had good handwriting and a way
with words. But, to be honest, I do not like groups, and so as an adult I
avoid joining clubs, and I really didn't like them as a kid either.

What should children do to develop their writing abilities?
I always tell children that they should write letters to their grandparents,
and they groan when I say that. But I don't mean it as a joke. The best way
to write fiction is to write it as if you're telling a story to a friend. Getting in
the habit of writing letters to friends or grandparents is a great way to
practice writing fiction. The best fiction has that kind of intimate quality to
it. And, if you're not in the habit of writing with that warmth and intimacy,
then your fiction becomes stilted.
How do you feel about keeping a journal?
I think it's a good idea, but I confess I don't do it. In a way, I serve the same
purpose by writing to friends and children every day. I do that by e-mail
just telling them about trivial things I'm doing. So, it's the same as a journal,
I think. Except that it's never saved and treasured.
As a child, did you daydream a lot? If so, is that where your story
ideas come from?
As a child I was a reader, an introvert, and a daydreamer. I suppose stories
do arise out of daydreams, but I don't remember specific stories from my
childhood imagination.
http://teacher.scholastio.com/authorsandbooks/authors/lowry/bookllst.htm
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How do you come up with new story Ideas for each Anastasia book?
For each of the Anasiasia books, I try to use one main problem that would
seem real to readers. Some of them are problems I faced, like moving or
things my children dealt with.

Did you model Anastasia's character after yourself?
No. Because I was an introvert; I was very shy. Anastasia is much more
outgoing. In a way, she's the child I yearned to be. Perhaps that's why I
created her.
Did your being an introvert as a child deprive you of a regular
childhood?
No, I think the fact that I was an introvert didn't mean I was deprived in any
way. It simply meant that I thought about the importance of such things. I ·
got a letter yesterday from a person I last saw when she was four years old
and she lived down the street from me. I was perhaps nine or ten. She just
discovered who I am. She's a school librarian and she wrote me and said,
"You were always so patient with me. I remember the attention you paid to
a rather lonely little girl." She was a child who was much like me, except I
was older. It's neat that we made that kind of connection. I remember well
and I have such a strangely accurate memory for trivia that when I wrote
her back I was able to tell her what her family's phone number was in
1943. I also told her what her brother's middle name is. Don't, however, ask
me where my car keys are at this moment!
When did you realize that you wanted to write books for children?
Since childhood I always wanted to be a writer. I majored in writing in
college, but I thought of myself as a writer for adults. It wasn't until I wrote
my first book for kids in 1976 that I realized it was something I loved
doing. Now I hardly ever write for adults.
What's the first thing you focus on when you begin writing a book?
I create the characters first, then a setting that feels somehow right. I think
all the books about Anastasia fall into that category. There are also three
books about Caroline and her brother JP that are funny and for your age
group. I write the title last. I think a good title should be fairly short, easy
to remember, easy to say, and should tell something about· the book without
revealing too much.
Do you have any favorite characters from your books?
I love the character named Sweet Hosanna in the book Rabble Starkey.
She is the mother of the main character. For some reason, I'm very fond of
her. Maybe she de~erves a book of her own some day. I also like
Anastasia's mother a lot. Maybe I'm just fond of mothers because I am
one.,,

Which character in your books is most like you?
The child named Elizabeth in an early book called Autumn Street was me
- also the girl Meg in A Summer to Die. Both of those are me at
different ages.
·

How do you make your characters believable?
The main characters seem quite real to me from the start. I know in my
mind how they dress, behave, talk, react. For minor characters, I jot down
notes with small details of their characterization. For example, right now I
have on my desk a list of all the children in Sam Krupnick's
nursery-school class. By looking at the list, I remind myself that Becky is a
crybaby and Adam is a troublemaker. When those characters appear, they
will behave according to those traits.
.. ·..
.
Are you ever going to write an autobiography about.yourself?
My newest book, published this past October, is called Looking Back, and
that's what it is - stories from my own childhood. It includes a lot of
photographs of me and of my children and my grandchildren as well.
Does being a writer make you a more observant person?
I think all writers are observers and so everywhere I go I am absorbing the
details of that place. What affects me most as a writer is observing human
behavior. That changes very little from place to place. A couple of years
ago, for example, I was on the island of Bali in a remote area. I was sitting
and resting'by a stream and a native woman sat down with me. We tried to
talk, but she practically spoke no English. I asked her about her children by
using gestures. She told me, using gestures, that she had four, but one had
died in a fall. I was able to tell her that I also had four and that one had
died. We put our arms around each other. The feelings of two mothers
were the same, though she was barefoot and poor and we didn't speak the
same language.
What writers have influenced you?
I don't think that I consciously modeled myself on any writers. But, I do
think that whatever you read affects what you write.
Why did you want to write about Denmark during World War II?
ht!p -//teacher ,sc ho las tic. com/authors andboo ks/authors/lo wry /boo klis I. htm
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I had a friend who was Danish and had grown up there during the war. I
became aware of the very heart-wanning story of Denmark at that time.
There are so many terrible stories of wartime that I thought it was
important to tell this story of integrity and courage and especially, to tell it
for kids.

What kind of research did you do before writing Number the•
Stars?
. I first talked at length to my Danish friend, who had been a child in 1943 in
Copenhagen. Then, I read history books about World War II and
especially about the Nazi occupation of Denmark. I also went to Denmark
and talked to people who had been adults in 1943, and I went to the places
mentioned in the book so that I could get a feel for the landscape. Finally,
after I wrote it, I gave the manuscript to Danish friends to read, and when
they made comments or suggestions, I went back and rewrote those
portions.
Did you do research to find out about the drug they used on the
handkerchiefs in Number the Stars?
Yes. That was in some history books. Also, quite recently, after Number
the Stars was published, there was an obituary in The New York Times
saying that the man who made that drug had died, and the obituary
discussed the creation of that drug.
What does the psalm represent in Number the Stars?
It says, "He numbers the stars one by one." It represents individuals they have importance as individuals. Each one has a name and each one is
of value. There was also a certain resonance to the fact that the Nazis
required Jews to wear stars. Although that was never required in Denmark.
In Number the Stars, do Annemarie and Ellen ever see each other
again?
Of course they are fictional characters, so there's no way to know that. But
in real life most of the Danish Jews who were taken to Sweden did come
back after the end of the war.
Did you cry when you read Number the Stars? We did when we
read it.
No .•• it's hard work to write a book, and so it's only afterward when you
read it that you might cry. I become very fond of characters in my books,
and when I wrote about Peter's death at the end of the book, I was
reminded of the real death that I had read about in Denmark. So, it made
me sad but I didn't cry.
Why did Peter have to die in Number the Stars?
When I was doing the research I read the accounts of the young resistance
leaders, like Peter, and many of them were killed. I created Peter to
represent those young people. They were such heroes to the Danish
people. There's a statue in Copenhagen that commemorates them, and every
day still, the Danish people put fresh flowers at the base of that statue. I
thought it was important in the book to remind readers that bravery
involved great sacrifices, as well.
Why did you choose not to write about the concentration camps in
Number the Stars?
I was writing about Denmark, and what happened in other European
countries did not happen in Denmark. The Jews in Denmark - almost all
of them - were saved. If I had been writing about France or Holland or
Belgium, it would have been a different and more tragic story.

Are you planning on writing any more historical fiction like
Number the Stars?
.
Oh, I don't know. Something may come to me in the future, some story that
I think is worth telling, but at the moment I don't have one in mind.
How do you decide on the endings for your stories?
Well, each story is different. The ending of Number the Stars was told by
history - I just had to retell it. When rm writing fiction, the characters
create the ending. I only move the character along and tell what they do.
The decisions they make, determine what the outcome will be. Sometimes
the endings of stories surprise me.
Have you ever published anything that you're not wholly satisfied
with?
I think it would be the final third of The Giver. I wouldn't change the
ending, but the final third (after he leaves the community) seems too
rushed. I was trying too hard to keep it under 200 pages. I wish I had not
. felt restricted by length.
Since you wrote your first book, has the process gotten easier?
No, the process of writing a book has stayed much the same and for me it's
a relatively easy process. It's what I do best and it's what I like doing best.
What has become more difficult for me over the years is the number of
http://teacher.scholast1c.com/authorsandbooks/authors/lowry/bookliat.htm
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things I have to do now because of being a book writer. Things like
making speeches, a~wering mail, conducting interviews - all take up so
much of my time.
I

What was it like winning the Newbery Medal for a second time?
Of course it was very exciting to be honored. Toe first one was a complete
surprise, but the second time people were predicting that The Giver would
win. I didn't want to be waiting by the phone. I went on a trip where no one
could reach me. I was in Antarctica when they made the announcement.
Eventually, unable to reach me by phone, my publisher radioed the ship I
was on. When I got the radiogram, I wanted to tell somebody, so I said to a
woman on the boat, "You've probably never heard of this, but I just heard I
won the Newbery Medal." She said, "My goodness, I'm the former
president of the American Library Association.".
Did you enjoy your trip to Antarctica? Do you plan on writing
anything about it?
Yes! It was a very interesting trip, and it means that I have visited every
continent. I can't set a book there unless I write about penguins as
characters, though, since no children Ii ve there.
How. long does it usually tke you to write a book?
Usually it takes me about six months to write a book. Then it takes a little
additional time for some rewriting. After I've finished it though, it's another
nine months with the publisher before it's in book form and in libraries.
What is your favorite thing about writing?
I like the solitude of it. I like sitting alone here in my office, using my
imagination with my only company and my only conversation being that of
fictional characters. I never feel lonely when I'm writing, although of
course, I do it all alone. I love the excitement of arranging words on a page,
moving them around, testing them out, listening to their sounds and feeling
their meaning. All of that process is very satisfying to me.
Do you think writing is a gift you're born with or something any
interested person can learn?•
_·
I think probably there is a genetic part to it - something you're born with,
a feeling for words. But I think that needs to be nurtured by reading and by
a family that encourages a love for books and language. I think people
born without a gift for writing can learn a great deal of the craft, but I think
the best writers probably combine a natural gift with a leamed craft.
Is it hard to come up with ideas?
No, I think ideas are there in the millions usually. The hard part is
choosing which idea to focus on.
Did you ever want to be anything besides a writer or a
photographer?
I have at times thought that I would like to be a filmmaker. Of course,
filmmaking is something that combines writing and photography, so that's
why it appeals to me.
Have you learned anything from writing your books?
I've learned a great deal, not from writing my books, but from hearing from
people who've read my books. Through letters, I have learned a lot about
the effect a writer can have on the life of a child. That's been important for
me to learn. It's made me take my work very seriously. So that even when
I'm writing a lighthearted book, I am always aware that a child out there is
· being affected by it I write very carefully for that reason.
Do you come up with the titles before or after you w_rite your books?
I always write the title last. I never entirely know just what a book is about
until it is finished, so it would be a mistake to write the title first.
Would you change the endings of any of your books?
Gosh, I think I've written 25 books - I can't remember all the endings.
Really, I don't think so. I think they all ended the way they needed to end.
Have you ever written short stories? Were they published?
I have short stories in a number of anthologies. There's a book called Am
I Blue?, which has a story by me in it. A new book coming out soon will
be called Tomorrow/and, and I have one in there, too. And there are a
number of others. I don't have time to write short stories very often.
Do you read any of the books by your fellow children's authors?
I don't read children's books. Many of those writers are friends of mine.
For example, Katherine Paterson, Phyllis Reynolds Naylor, Paula
· Danzinger, Jerry Spinelli, and others. I admire all of them as people and I
assume that I would love all their books, but I really don't read them.
Do you have any hobbies?
I do a lot of gardening. I have two houses with flower gardens. I knit for
my children and grandchildren. I love movies, too.
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Interview Transcript
This is a selected list of the author's published work.

Looking Back: A Book of Memories
This fascinating autobiography takes a look at a remarkable writer's life.
Newbery Medalist Lois Lowry explores her rich history through family
photos and childhood memories, and shares pivotal moments that affected
her life, inspired her writing, and evolved into wonderful stories.

Houghton Mifflin/A Walter Lorraine Book, hardcover, 0-395-89543-X,
189 pp., ages 9-12

A Top of Page
Stay! Keeper's Story
Illustrated by True Kelley
Abandoned at an early age by his mother and separated from his siblings, a
lowly stray pupey perseveres in a world of danger and unexpected
opportunity. Told with humor and keen insight into both canine and human
behavior, the story of this proud survivor will delight dog-lovers and
adventure-lovers alike.

Houghton Mifflin/A Walter Lorraine Book, hardcover, 0-395-87048-8,
160 pp., ages 7-12

A Im> of Page ,
Number the Stars
In 1943 the Germans begin their campaign to "relocate" the Jews of
Denmark. So Annemarie Johansen's parents take in her best friend, Ellen
Rosen, and pretend that she is a part of their family. "Seamless, compelling,
and memorable - impossible to put down; difficult to forget." -Hom
Book
• Winner of the Newbery Medal

Yearling Books, paperback, 0-440-40327-8, ages 9-12

A Top of Page
The Giver.
In a world with no poverty, no crime, no sickness, and no unemployment,
and where every family is happy, 12-year-old Jonas is chosen to be the
community's Receiver of Memories. Under the tutelage of an old man
known as the Giver, he discovers the disturbing truth about his utopian
world and struggles against the weight of its hypocrisy.
• Winner of the Newbery Medal

Laurel Leaf. paperback, 0-440-21907-8, young adult

A Top of Pqge
Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye
Seventeen-year-old Natalie Armstrong has all a girl could want: beauty and
intelligence, a loving family, and a great boyfriend. But something is
missing - the answer to a most important question: "Who is my mother?"
Natalie begins a journey that she hopes will lead to the identity of her
biological mother. What if she finds her? What if they meet?

· Laurel Leaf. paperback, 0-440-20541-7, 187 pp., young adult

a Top ofP,1ge
Autumn Street
http://teacher.scholastic.com/authorsandbooks/authors/lowry/booklist.htm
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Elizabeth is forced to grow up when her father goes to fight in World War
II. Her family moves in with her grandfather, and a special friend is struck
by tragedy. "Lowry hones her writing to a high polish through which vivid
settings and textured characters gleam in high relief." - Booklist , starred
review
'

Yearling Books, paperback, 0-440-40344-8, 188 pp., ages 9-12

a Top of Page
Rabble Starkey
Twelve-year-old Rabble Starkey's mother is hired by Mrs. Bigelow to look
after her children while she's in the hospital. Living in that huge house,
Rabble feels she's finally found a home. But soon she and her mother must
question what's really best for them.

Yearling Books, paperback, 0-440-40056-2, ages 9-12

Atop of Page
Zooman Sam
It's Future Job Day at Sam's school, and Sam knows exactly what he wants
to be when he grows up - a zookeeper, just like Zookeeper Jake in his
favorite picture book. His mother and big sister, Anastasia, help Sam create
a memorable costume-so memorable that Sam insists on wearing it long
after Future Job Day has passed and the rest of his classmates are back in
their regular clothes. Encouraged by Mrs. Bennett, his teacher, Sam
embarks on a lengthy project to teach his preschool class about a
zookeeper's responsibilities, and along the way learns just how difficult a
job teaching is. As always, the patient and loving Krupnik family stands by
as Anastasia's irrepressible little brother struggles with a set of nearly
impossible goals. Children will delight in this latest story featuring the
precocious.and irresistible Sam.

Houghton Mifflin, hardcover, 0-395-97393-7,
160 pp., ages 9-12

A Top of Pae:e
Anastasia Krupnik Serles
Follow the ups and downs of the precocious Anastasia in this beloved
series!

Yearling Books, paperback, ages 8-12
Anastasia Krupnik
Anastasia Again!
Anastasia at Your Service
Anastasia, Ask Your Analyst
Anastasia on Her Own
Anastasia Has the Answers
Anastasia's Chosen Career
Anastasia at this Address
Anastasia, Absolutely

&topofPa::-e
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Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Evaluation
Session Three
1. How do you feel the second workshop prepared you for integrating Kid Pix
into literature circles? Will you use Kid Pix again? Explain.

2. List 2 - 4 details you learned about virtual field trips.

3. List 2 -4 details you learned about author studies.

4. What questions do you have following this session?

5. What worries you about integrating the Internet into your literature
curriculum?

6. _How do you feel this session could be improved?

..
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explore even more subjects.

Integrating Technology into Instruction
by Bill Robertson
Los Alamos National Laboratory • Los Alamos, New Mexico
MultiMedia Schools • March/April 2000

As an information media specialist, you may have encountered teachers who
ask,: "How am I going to teach this unit using technology?" or, "How can I use the
Internet in order to keep my students interested and showing up for class?" As
teachers, we often search for new methods of instruction, new skills to implement
in the classroom to better meet the needs of our students. Most of us also
possess a commitment to lifelong learning, constantly striving to improve our
abilities in subject matter, pedagogy, and educational technology. Terrell Jones,
a high school science teacher in Clayton, New Mexico, with 15 years classroom
experience, puts it best: "I was struggling as a teacher. Not with discipline or
classroom management. Not in personal interactions with the students or
administration. Not with the content of science. No one in fact, except those I
told, knew that I was searching for a better pedagogy-a better art or science of
teaching." In the area of integrating computer technology and the resources of
the Internet into the curriculum, the information media specialist can be a
valuable ally to the classroom teacher.
As a former science teacher in middle and high school, I was always interested in
helping students make real-world connections in project-based curriculum. With
the increased availability of computer technology and Internet resources, I saw
an even greater avenue for instruction. For the past 5 years, I have worked with
hundreds of teachers and students in science education programs at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The method described in this article is a synthesis of a
personal process of discovery, teaching, and learning that has come from
practical experience with teachers and students. The following framework may
be useful in helping media specialists and other educators facilitate this process
ofjntegrating computer technology and the Internet into classroom instruction
and curriculum design.
In working with teachers to develop curriculum for the World Wide Web, I have
organized my instructional approach into five basic phases: planning, research,
development, refinement, and implementation. These five areas work as
organizational frameworks for instruction and learning, curriculum development
and implementation, student progress and presentation. It also frames the use of
1 {\ ,,, {\ ,,·,r\{\'}
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computer technology tools with a specific purpose. The goal is not solely to learn
how to make a concept map with great pictures or to develop an attractive Web
, site, but to imbed the use of educational technology within a task. In this way, the
tools enhance and facilitate the learning process. This gives the learner a reason
. to use the application, and along the way, the learner understands how the
application works.
To effectively utilize this five-phased approach, the instructor must first identify
the final goal, whether it is a curriculum product, .Web site, oral presentation, or
. some other form of demonstration of learning. Also, the basic concepts that are
to be covered must be identified first and matched to the lesson plan framework
by aligning the concepts from the most simple to the most complex. The
. identified phases are not a linear formula, but a set of guiding principles that at
any time may be revisited depending on the progress of the teaching and
learning.

Planning

/

Objective: To define the current knowledge base and to develop the foundation
for the organization of learning
Tools: Inspiration Concept Mapping Software
The planning stage is the first stage, and is often the most critical. Clayton High
School teacher Terrell Jones commented, "The most helpful part may be the
backward planning. I believe that developing what you want to be the everlasting
knowledge first is going to help me tremendously. Formalizing the steps people
go through in creating a project has already helped me and has started me
thinking on implementing this model in other classes. Actually giving names to
the steps will enable me to create evaluations for not only the product but for the
process also."

This is the point where the instructor has to provide a "hook" that will create
interest in the learner to continue with the process over the months to come. The
theme may be to develop a structure to colonize Mars with inhabitants of Earth.
Often, the instructor can set the hook by posing an open-ended question that
frames the context of the subject matter to be studied. An example might be,
"What would we need to do in order to live and function on a distant planet, let's
say Mars?"

The instructor can begin the lesson by brainstorming what students already know
about sustaining life and the needs within a community. These items can be put
onto a white board, chalkboard, or butcher paper. Yet, this is a moment where
i the technology can be integrated with great ease and efficiency. Inspiration is a
· · 'concept mapping software that permits the user to define the relationships that

·htto://www.infotodav.com/MMSchools/marOO/rohertson. htm
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exist in their knowledge structure. It also allows the user the flexibility to shape,
move, link, draw, connect, arrange, and rearrange the individual concepts and
ideas. The library media speciaHst can instruct educators using concept mapping
strategies and software, and in turn, the teachers can model this to the students.
Students are then set on a task, such as planning the elements they would need
to have in place in order to colonize Mars.
As learners complete a concept map, there will be terms that they know and
many that they don't know. Questions can now be formulated to frame the
research, and learners can use the tools of the Internet in order to further their
knowledge base and understanding of the topic. The instructor can then gather
the groups back together at a later date, pose the same question that began the
lesson, and then revise the concept map with ease and flexibility. This modeling
process will help frame the use of the technology tool in a given context. As Del
Cates, a history teacher at San Andres High School in Las Cruces, New Mexico,
wrote, "I became better at all the tools in general, but the most useful thing I
learned was the importance, difficulties, and techniques of planning."

I

I

I

Research
1

'

Objective: To allow the learner to explore the content area and to deepen their
knowledge base
Tools'.· Browsers for the Internet (Netscape, Internet Explorer), e-mail
Again, Terrell Jones commented on using the Internet in the classroom: "When
my principal would ask me about installing an Internet line into my classroom, I
would ask him how I was supposed to teach and be online at the same time.
Now I know that I can do both."

I
I

The research stage follows the planning stage so that learners can explore the
knowledge base and deepen it through independent or cooperative research
a9~iyj!ie~. _This includE3~ searching on the Internet for useful sources of
information, but also for sharing these resources in discussion formats. The skills
of the library media specialist are critical to this phase, as strategies for
information acquisition and evaluation are vital to research. To follow the
previous example, the ideas in the concept maps and the questions that the
learners generate can now be explored in greater depth by looking at sources on
the Internet. Research activities give the students the ability to retain these facts
by affording them the opportunity to think critically, to work through problems
logically, and to make connections with the real world.

J

1

As the primary tools of the Internet, browsers (such as Netscape and Internet
Explorer) and e-mail can be very useful at this point for research. With the
browsers, many features can be shown and taught as a precursor to each

10/?.0/?001
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individual research session, such as making bookmarks, clearing the cache, and
setting the colors for fonts and links. The use of e-mail is vital in today's research
. ) and is a nice complement to usfng Web sites for information, since it
personalizes the exchange of information gathering.
This may lead the learner back to the planning stage to deepen and broaden the
knowledge base, since the research will allow for greater content to be added to
the concept maps and research-driving questions. Often when learners have little
practical understanding of a subject area, their research will only drive them to
. understand how little they actually know about the topic. It may also reinforce the
f~ct that they know a lot about the area of study. At this point, the instructor can
facilitate sharing using concept maps and information gathered from Web sites
and e;;.mail. The learners can share this information and drive to a deeper
collective understanding.

Development
Objective: To provide the learner
with the opportunity to construct
their knowledge following the
curriculum materials and scope
and sequence of the instruction
Tools: Inspiration, word processors
Now the learner is ready to drive
toward putting their ideas into a
format that can lead to a
demonstration of the learning.
Remember, the original scenario
was to develop a structure to
colonize. Mars with inhabitants of
Earth. How will the students go
about doing this? What will they do
to make sense of the work they
have:done so far? How will this
result in a viable presentation?
These are important questions that
the students need to discover and
strive to answer. Again, students
begin· th.is phase by revisiting the
planning stage and identifying the
areas they are to work on to
. complete the task. This is coupled

SOURCES AND SUGGESTIONS
Internet Sites
Critical Issues Forum
(http://set.lanl.gov/programs/cif) - The
Critical Issues Forum offers high school
teachers and students the opportunity to
learn about current, global issues.
Through critical thinking, problem solving
and ongoing research, students and
teachers begin to build a deeper
understanding of the issue at hand.
Inspiration Software
(http://www.inspiration.com) INSPIRATION K-12 Edition is a visual
learning tool that inspires students to
develop and organize their ideas. It
supports visual thinking techniques,
enabling students to easily create and
update graphic organizers, concept maps,
idea maps, and other visual diagrams.
Kathy Schrock's Guide for Educators
(http://www.capecod.net/schrockguide)

httn://www.infotocfov c.nm/MMSchools/marOO/rohertson.htm
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with reviewing the research phase
in order to discover ways to put
their ideas into reality.
Inspiration will be a valuable tool to
revisit in this stage, as learners
can map their ideas, rearrange
them, and create an outline from
the concept map that can be used
to write up their plan. The wordprocessing software can be
introduced at this time, yet this
may be the one tool with which
learners have the most
experience. Now, the technology
tools are framed in another context
for learning and can be integrated
for the development phase.
Copying the Internet address
(URLs) in the browser and pasting
into the document is one example
of this type of integration. Also,
information from the Jnternet can
be synthesized into a document
that can become the research
base for the final product. Of
course, plagiarism should be
discussed and avoided, and this is
be.st accomplished by requiring a
unique student task that will frame
the research. In the example of the
Mars- project, students should have
a· set of guidelines, including
references of sources, yet the
basic task should in no way be
considered rote.To foster critical
thinking is to put forth unique
situations for students to study and
to reinforce their ideas with
citatfons of factual information
found in research. It should foster
analysis, evaluation, and synthesis
of information, all higher-order

- Kathy Schrock's Guide for Educators is
a categorized list of sites on the Internet
found to be useful for enhancing
curriculum and teacher professional
growth. It is updated daily to keep up with
the tremendous number of new World
Wide Web sites.
Searchopolis
(http://www.searchopolis.com) Searchopolis is the world's first search
engine that delivers the Internet to
students, teachers, and families exactly
the way you want it. Using Searchopolis
is incredibly easy. If you want to search
the Web, just mouse on over to the
Search box, type a word or phrase, click
Go, and you're on your way.
Yahooli gans !
(http://www.yahooligans.com) - As a
search engine for kids, Yahooligans! does
not require any personal information in
order to access its site. All of the news,
sports, games, homework help, and fun
links are available for free, without
students having to tell anything about
themselves.
Books
Brooks, Jacqueline Grennon and Brooks,
Martin G. (1993). In Search of
Understanding: The Case for
Constructivist Classrooms. Alexandria,
Virginia, Association for the Supervision
and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
Press. ISBN: 0-87120-211-5.
Bruner, Jerome (1962). The Process of
Education. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press. ISBN: 0-67 4-71001-0.
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thinking skills.

Refinement
Objective: To further the
development and to lead the
learner to the implementation
phase
Tools: Inspiration, word
processors, WYSIWYG editors,
HTML instruction

Graham, Ian S. (1997). HTML 4.0
Sourcebook. John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
New York, ISBN: 0-471-25724-9.
Gralla, Preston (1996). How the Internet
Works. Ziff Davjs Press, Emeryville,
California, ISBN: 1-56276-404-7.
Serim, Ferdi and Melissa Koch (1996).

NetLearning: Why Teachers Use the
Internet. New York: Songline Studios.

At this time, the learner (or teams
ISBN: 1-56592-201-8.
of learners) should proceed to
refine their work and make it ready
for public dissemination. It is at this point that the Internet is most powerful and
when the motivation to do good work becomes intrinsic and not driven by the
pursuit of a grade. It is one thing to do a project and turn it into a teacher in your
school, it is quite another to publish your work on the Internet for anyone around
the world with access to read and consult. At this phase, the need for refinement
becomes clear and the instruction can center on the tools of Web building,
primarily the use of WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) editors and the
use of HTML coding. This couples well with the use of the word-processing
software in the development phase where much of the crafted text can now be
pasted into Web-based documents. The research now may center on finding
images to enhance the presentation or the planning of links within the Web site.
Up to this point, all the Web site project development has been done locally on a
classroom system. All files (text and images) must be in the folder also, and one
should be able to move between all the pages on a site within a given folder.
Linking pages together in this way is using "relative links" as opposed to "Internet
links," which are URLs that reside outside the folder.
The planning aspect also finds itself here at the end. The design of the final Web
site, its hierarchy and organization, must be well thought out and put together.
Students with multiple files may want to categorize the elements of the Web site
and create multiple folders for different types of files or information. All images
must be in the folder. One approach is to have a separate folder called "images"
if there are a lot of pictures and icons. Extra folders are useful when building a
complex site, but remember that all the links will change if this decision is made
after the construction of the site has begun. This is where the planning is
important from the start, so that a site doesn't have to be redesigned while it is
being bu'ilt. San Andres High school teacher Del Cates summed it up best: "I was
dragged into the computer age kicking and screaming-starting 1O years ago.

httn·//www .infotnci::iv l'nmfMM~l'hnnk/mnrOO/rnhP.rtc:nn _htm
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Now I don't know how I could work without it. As a tool, the computer is very
versatile in the classroom."

Implementation
Objective: To demonstrate the learning that has taken place through the phases
Tools: Inspiration, word processors, WYSIWYG editors, HTML instruction, FTP,
Fetch
Now is the time to put it all together and see what learning has taken place. This
is the final exam, the implementation of an end product that will be the focus for
pulling all the material, ideas, and applications together. This should be done in a
public forum to develop skills in communication and presentation. The learners
should have some presentation options, and these choices should be given at
the beginning of the assignment. However, the development of a Web site with
specific criteria (number of links, images, content sources, etc.) can be a highly
effective framework for this program of study.
By defining the final product expectations from the beginning, the instructor
provides a context for students to utilize the computer technology and Internet
resources into a cohesive project. From an instructional sense, the tools are
overlapping and fluid. One new tool will be needed at this time, and that is the file
transfer protocol (FTP [PC] or Fetch [Mac]). This allows the user to put their files
(text, images, video, and sound) into a folder on a Web server for access by the
outside world.
For the instructor, this new knowledge can be added incrementally at the
beginning of each lesson within this phase. It is also a time to use peer
instruction and cooperative groupings, as the knowledge students gained in
applied software skills can be valuable to the progress and learning in the
classroom. Regular times to share and collaborate should be woven into the
classroom time, along with extended periods to plan, research, develop, and
refine the work. This is also the point where the classroom appears most
constructivist, in that learners are constantly putting their new knowledge to use
and building on their previous premises. The classroom should be active, filled
with discussion and group interaction, far from your basic drill-and-kill approach.

Conclusion: Make IT Work for You!
Utilizing this format is one way to build a curriculum, lesson plans, instructional
units, or presentations that integrate the tools of computer technology with
classroom. content. In this way, the tools are not the focus of the instruction, but
are imbedded in the facilitation of the learning process. Although instruction will
surely center at times on a given application (such as making the links within a
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, Web site), the learner is ready for the new information, has experience with the
application, and is learning it in a context that has meaning and purpose. The
resources of the media center a·long with the skills of the professional who staffs
this area provide the classroom teacher with the expertise needed to integrate
computer technology into instruction. For the educator, the computer should be
. used within daily classroom activities. Lessons should be made relevant to the
student and designed to match their needs and interests within the classroom
activities. With the use of the Internet,' students can use the computer to research
specific topics and prepare presentations, while the instructor can implement
•specific assignments requiring students to use the computer as a research and
reporting tool. These lessons should take students beyond mere assimilation of
content and superficial levels of understanding to areas of synthesis, analysis,
and evaluation.

Bill Robertson currently works on the University of California Coordination Team
at Los Alamos National Laboratory and is finishing his Ph.D. in Education at the
University of New Mexico. Communications to the author may be addressed to
him by e-mail: robertson@lanl.gov.
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The Concept-Mapping
Classroom
By providing a framework
that allows· users to focus on
topics, and a structure that
permits them to easily
convert diagrams to outlines
and back again, the
software programs Inspiration and Kidspiration
help students (and adults) organize their thoughts
and overcome their fear of the "blank page" as
they tackle writing assignments, projects, and
more. Best of all, teachers tell Education World,
their students are eager to use the software and, as
a result, are increasing and expanding their
creative efforts.
Included: Cross-curricular activities using
concept-mapping software.

The activities included in this article were
developed using Inspiration and
Kidspiration, the concept-mapping software
most commonly used in U.S. classrooms.
Most of the activities, however, can be done
Q/'~0/1001
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with any concept mapping software.

According to the market research firm Quality
Education Data (QED), students and teachers in more
than 60 percent of U.S. school districts use the
Inspiration Software products Kidspiration and
Inspiration. Many of those teachers, who primarily
use the programs during language arts pre-writing
@,Subject Resources activities, are looking for new ways to take advantage
of the software's versatility -- across the curriculum
The Arts
Foreign
and across the grades. This week, Education World
Languages
offers teacher-created classroom activities developed
History
with Inspiration and Kidspiration.
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Inspiration, for students in grade 6 and above, and
Kidspiration, the software's K-5 version, allow
students to make organized visual-learning webs that
then can be used as the basis for projects and writing
activities. Inspiration users can create diagrams and
outlines and move between the two views as they
work, making new connections between topics,
rearranging ideas, and virtually planning any
assignment. The software also offers templates for
educators that can be used in all subject areas and for
planning lessons, setting goals, creating assignments,
and more.
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"Inspiration and Kidspiration are designed
specifically for education," explained Mona
Westhaver, president of Inspiration Software, Inc.
"The program,s offer students tools for clarifying their
thinking and thought processing, and for organizing
and prioritizing information. They are flexible tools
that accommodate students' individual learning
styles, allowing them to evaluate information,
identify similarities and differences, and organize the
information in ways that are meaningful to them."
Westhaver reports that, in some elementary schools,
kindergartners write their own books with
Kidspiration;. while in high schools, students use
Inspiration to p:repare for state achievement tests.
"With Inspiration, science students can develop
concept maps that will help them more easily grasp
difficult concepts," she said. "Students studying
Shakespeare can use Inspiration to illustrate
complicated plotlines and better understand the plays.
Students also can use Inspiration in collaborative
projects, to link individual files or Web resources to a
group report structure."

CONTENT MAPPING
http://www.educationworld.com/a_tech/tech 164.shtml
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IN THE
CURRICULUM

Educators Influence
Inspiration "Teachers
"I.first saw Kidspiration
tell us that once they
in action at a technology
start using Inspiration
conference," tech support in the classroom they
specialist Patricia Knox
see endless
told Education World. "I
possibilities," says
was aware of the program Mona Westhaver of
before then, but when I
Inspiration Software,
saw a demonstration, I
Inc. "It is easy to think
really got excited about its about graphic
potential for integrating
organizers for preconcept mapping into our writing, but as flexible
existing curriculum."
tools that build
relationships among
Knox's district -- North
pieces of information,
Canton City Schools in
they also can be used
North Canton, Ohio -for such activities as
purchased a lice:o.se to use planning a project or a
K.idspiration in its
Web site, studying for
elementary schools, and
a test, understanding
Knox has devoted much
the structure and plot
effort to training teachers
of a story or
through workshops and
organizing the results
Tutorials that she shares
of a group
online. She encourages
brainstorming
-teachers to recognize that
•
II
session.
the software is not simply
a language arts tool, but
Every time they meet
-one that lends itself to
with teachers or attend
every discipline.
a conference, the
IIWithout a doubt,
Kidspiration is a
wonderful way for
students to organize their
thought proces~es and

creators of Inspiration
hear about new ways
that teachers are using
Kidspiration and
Inspiration to support

htto://www .educationworld.corn/a tech/tech 164.shtml
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translate ideas into written
words," Knox said. "Kids
love computers. If we
hand them a blank
concept map on a piece of
paper, they will learn how
to organize their ideas.
But, if we sit them at a
computer and make
pictures, sounds and
colors available to them,
they will love learning
how to organize their
ideas!"

their teaching
strategies.

"With each version of
the products, we add
new features based on
feedback from
teachers who use the
software," Westhaver
explains. "For
example, in Inspiration
7 -- released just last
fall -- we added textto-speech capabilities
to help non-readers
In her courses, Knox
stresses two separate ways and give support to
auditory learners. We
to get the most out of the
also offer tools to help
software. One method is
teachers get started
to have students open a
using Inspiration and
blank document and
create their own activity -- Kidspiration in the
classroom. Achieving
a story map,· a compare
Standards with
and contrast diagram, an
outline, for example. "The Inspiration 7, is a
collection of lesson
second, and I think
~qually exciting, method," plans designed to
address state and
Knox explained, "is for
national standards and
the teacher to create
activities designed around the Kidspiration
Activity Book
his or her particular
curriculum and save them provides lesson plans
for use with younger
as templates. Students
students."
then can use those
activities to help reinforce
the concepts they are learning in the classroom.

).

"I encourage teachers to use the Record feature of the
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software to include directions in the teacher's own
voice," Knox added. "I also advocate importing
custom graphics, adding hotlinks to valuable Internet
resources, and generally customizing the activity in
whatever way the teacher can dream up! 11
This year, Knox also partnered with instructional
technology integration teacher Susan Silverman of
the Comsewogue School District in Port Jefferson
Station, New York, in two online collaborative
projects that incorporated Kidspiration; Kidspired
Tales and Frosty Tales.
"Children absolutely love Kidspiration," reported
Knox. "They can't wait to get their hands on the
keyboards and create. I truly believe that some of
them are taking their thought processes to greater
lengths than they would with paper and pencil alone,
simply because they enjoy the creation process
itself. II

NO MORE TEARS?
Educational technology coordinator Jane Boynton of
Washington Episcopal School in Bethesda,
Maryland, uses Kidspiration extensively in the
primary grades for patterning, contrasting,
comparing, and many other activities. "The students
haye responded positively to the software and a
number of them have purchased it for home," she
stated. "One mother told me that there always had
been tears when her daughter was preparing to write.
With Kidspiration, the tears are gone, and she loves
brainstorming her ideas before writing."
Boynton also uses Inspiration templates to help
students brainstorm the traits of characters in reading
assignments and summer activities. During summer
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camp, her students used the templates to develop
ideas for an "All About Me" activity.
IIThe greatest strength of the software, in my opinion,
is in helping to organize students' thoughts into a
diagram. Next is the ability to click and get an outline
of the diagram that then can be used as a basis for
writing," Boynton added.
Tamra Oliver brings the diagram-to-outline
capability of Kidspiration to the attention of teachers
at Kipps, Margaret Beeks, and Harding Avenue
elementary schools in Blacksburg, Virginia. "I like to
show teachers that a concept map can be designed for
a chapter or unit review with the written outline of
the same information on the back," she explained.
"Then students with different learning styles can
choose the review that best meets their needs."
Oliver, a resource, teacher for gifted education, works
largely with individual and small groups of students.
She uses Kidspiration mostly to help young students
map out independent learning projects, and for
recording and organizing information as a group of
students brainstorm together. One advantage to using
Kidspiration with group work is that a copy of the
results can be printed immediately for each student.
She admits that her students would say that the
software's kid-inspired graphics are the greatest part
of the program.
"Earlier this year, I had a 7-year-old student who
needed an independent project to replace work he had
already mastered," Oliver recalled. "We discussed his
interests and narrowed them down to one area he
wanted to learn more about -- the seven continents.
This, of course, was still too broad a topic, so we
brainstormed what he would like to learn about each
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of the continents. As we talked, we generated an
organizer [with Kidspiration]. This organizer has
been his guide all year as he continues to explore the
world."

INSPIRATION: MADE FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
"Students at Iredell-Statesville Middle School
(Statesville, North Carolina) love Inspiration," says
media coordinator Beverly Rufty, "because it's easy
touse and they can show their own creativity with
the symbol palette and different layouts. They like
changing the background colors, line patterns, line
thickness, line colors, and the overall look of their
projects. II
The ability to make Inspiration creations "their own"
gives Rufty's middle schoolers power over their
products, which often are published on th~ Media
Center Web site.
IIThe students don't even realize how much they are
learning while creating projects," Rufty explained.
"They seelnspiration as a fun activity, but in reality
they are learning more than they ever imagined; not
only are they learning about the topic they are
working on, they are also learning new computer
skills."
·
When Brad Helland of Old Yale Road Elementary in
Surrey, Britisli Columbia, Canada, attended a quick
demonstration of Inspiration just a few years ago, it
caught his eye as a simple but effective means to
expand-multiple intelligences' offerings.
"This program is one great tool for a teacher to use in
addressing the many student needs and learning
styles within a classroom," Helland said. "The
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software allows users to change between a graphical
interface -- including cluster_.webs, bottom-up
diagrams, and top-down organizational charts -- to an
essay outline format, all with one click of the mouse.
Inspiration can be used to create diagrams, sociograms, and so on, within a couple of minutes. The
only question is, 'How fast can you type?"'
·'

'

Helland has had students use Inspiration to take notes
from Web pages, which they then converted to
reports or essays and used to illustrate such science
topics as the water cycle and the flow of blood in the
circulatory system. He also has used the software
himself to create instructional overhead
presentations.

"Two years ago, I was teaching a fifth grade class the
play Romeo and Juliet," he recalled. "Since we were
using the original play by Shakespeare, the students
very quickly became confused with the many
characters. Honestly, even with an English degree, I
found that, unless I was mapping out relationships, it

9/30/2003
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was very difficult to figure out who was related to
whom. I created two family charts, one for the
Capulets and one for the Montagues. Friends were
included with notations. I was amazed at how much
simpler this made the play. I believe that I learned
and gained from this activity myself!"
Of all of the programs Helland has introduced' to his
students, he has found Inspiration the easiest for them
to master. "Students pick up the main concepts in
about five minutes," he observed. "The rest is
utilization! Students have responded well, picking
out important information and making effective use
of the software. The key quality to note here is that
the program is not like others that simply require
input or answers from students. This program places
the focus on creativity and student perspective. 11

HIGH SCHOOLERS WORKING HARD
Paul M. Rutherford, Ph.D., uses Inspiration conceptmapping activities to assess his students'
understanding of topics covered in his physics
classroom. As an introduction, Rutherford provides
key topics for students to diagram, and requires them
to organize the ideas and fill in the relationships
between topics. The activity can be challenging for
students at Summit Technology Academy in Lee's
Summit, Missouri. One was prompted to tell him,
"Dr. Rutherford, I have not had to think this hard
before in any of my other classes!"
"This, quite simply, indicates that such an activity as
concept mapping does require much thought and
meta-cognition, 11 Rutherford added. "Inspiration
software, with its ability to insert ready-to-use or
l . imported graphics, imbedded hotlinks to valuable
Web sites, and ability to revert to an outline form, has
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made this instructional activity that much more
enjoyable."

. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
• Kidspiration Collection. Teachers in the North
Canton City Schools publish Kidspiration
lessons and concept maps for the classroom.
• Literacy Activities Using Inspiration. Check out
this group of Inspiration lessons for all subjects
and grade levels.
• Kidspiration. Julie Pieczko's Kinderhive offers
Kidspiration templates for use with
kindergartners.

Software Reviewed
For more information about Inspiration
Software, see the Education World articles
Educators Review Inspiration and Educators
Review Kidspiration.
For information about a product that can help
you extend basic concept-mapping software, see
the Education World article Educators Review
ConceptDraw MINDMAP.
Images courtesy of Inspiration Software, Inc.

Article by Cara B afile
Education World®
.,Copyright © 2003 Education World
03/12/2003

Copyright 1996-2003 by Education World, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Technology: Visual learning
This software helps organize ideas and concepts
By Bob Vojtek and Rosie Vojtek
Journal of Staff Development, Fall 2000 (Vol. 21, No. 4)
Copyright, National Staff Development Council, 2000. All rights reserved.
This column is meant to help staff developers use technology as a tool, not
review software. This month, though, we felt it would be valuable to share the
capabilities of Inspiration. Seldom have we found a software package so
versatile and adept at helping users enhance thinking and learning.
Inspiration is a powerful visual tool that helps users develop ideas and
organize thinking. It is as helpful for students writing a research paper or
expository essay as it is for staff developers and administrators writing grant
_applications. Kindergartners to college-age students can use Inspiration for
visual organizers~ concept maps, idea maps, webs, and other diagrams.
Visual learning is one of the best methods for teaching thinking skills and
helping organize ideas. Visual diagrams help students make connections and
transfer knowledge. Inspiration's 35 templates help you get acquainted with
visual learning. The graphic organizers and templates help students recognize
patterns, interrelationships, and interdependencies among and between new
· concepts.

r
I Webbing, idea mapping, and concept mapping are three tools most often used
with visual learning. Inspiration does all three of these and more. It provides
I students with graphical resources for working with ideas and presenting
information, such as brainstorming, planning, organizing, outlining,
diagramming, concept mapping and webbing. The webbing
I prewriting,
feature is great for story webs, character webs, and other related diagrams.
I ; Plus, Inspiration includes language arts, social studies, science, and planning
I examples to encourage educators to generate even more ideas.

I

htto://www.nsdc.org/librarv/isd/voitek2l4.html
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Many K-12 teachers and staff developers working with adults have already
1_ discovered that they can use Inspiration to help teach strategies that assist
' students and participants in thinking clearly, processing, organizing and
prioritizing new information across disciplines.

~

~

Specifically, visual learning techniques help:

Clarify thinking. Through diagramming, Inspiration helps users understand
how ideas are coµnected. They easily see what they already know and where
they have gaps in their knowledge about a particular topic. Visual techniques
also help students more easily understand new concepts. Students can quickly
see how ideas may be grouped, broken down or thought about in new ways.

Reinforce understanding. With Inspiration, students use a variety of ,
templates and more than 1,250 colorful, high-resolution symbols to recreate,
intheir own way, what they have learned. This helps them absorb and
internalize new information and gives them ownership of their ideas. One way
an instructor might check for understanding is to have students use a blank
page and Inspiration's symbol palette to create a metaphor for what they have
learned, and then to use their visual images to explain how the key
ideas/concepts are integrated into their metaphors.

Integrate new knowledge. Visual diagrams can be updated throughout a
course or workshop. These diagrams can be a catalyst to help integrate prior
knowledge with new ideas. By regularly reviewing these visual diagrams,
students begin to understand how key ideas and concepts fit together.

Identify misconceptions. Just as a concept map or web will show what
students know about a particular topic, misdirected links or wrong
co11µections reveal what they don't understand. This makes Inspiration not
only a valuable teaching tool, but also a powerful way to assess students'
knowledge and thinking.
Inspiration is also a powerful tool for project planning and tracking. As you
work on a project, you can check off completed items in either the diagram or
outline view.
Numerous groups and organizations have recognized Inspiration for its ease of
· use,,cross-curriculum application, and versatility across grade levels. Books
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and resources are available to help teachers learn how to use Inspiration, as
well as how to adapt visual lea_rning tools into their daily lesson designs.

In practice
Here are a few examples of how students and educators have used Inspiration:

i

1. A group of elementary teachers and a consultant meet to formalize a student
referral process for their Early Intervention Planning Team (EIP). As they
describe the referral process, they decide they need a visual representation. A
teacher turns on her laptop computer and loads Inspiration. She starts by
creating a center bubble with the main idea, and then uses the RapidFire tool
to record individual comments. When the enter key is hit after each idea is
typed, the software automatically creates a new bubble link to the primary
concept. At the end of the session, the teacher moves the bubbles and modifies
links among concepts to create a flow chart for the EIP student referral
process, using bubbles and arrows built into the program. The finished
product is printed, and each EIP Team member leaves the meeting with a
copy.
2. A middle school teaching team and district curriculum specialist are
designing an interdisciplinary unit about the Great Depression. They examine
district and state content and performance standards to determine what each
subject area teacher wants students to know at the end of the unit. Using the
webbing tools built into Inspiration, one member records the goals, activities,
and assessment strategies the group discusses. The web includes details of
how the unit will flow, how the individual learning pieces are aligned with
district and state standards and learning objectives, and who is responsible for
which pieces of the student learning. As they proceed, the web is projected on
a large screen for all to see. At the end of the session, each team member has a
copy of the web, which provides the framework for the unit.
These teachers will use Inspiration with their students to chart their thoughts,
explore cause/effect relationships; and create a timeline of significant
·historical events.
3. In a 1st grade classroom, students work in cooperative groups using the
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Thinking-Venn Diagram template to demonstrate the differences among
carnivores, herbivores, and omnivores. Working with partners, students are
able to find and stamp the appropriate pictures from the symbol palette into
the Venn diagram. When finished, the students print a copy of their work and
.the teacher can quickly assess the students' knowledge and understanding.
More information about Inspiration and resources is available at
www .inspiration.com. A free demonstration version is available at the web
site for Mac and PC platforms.

About the authors

Rosie Vojtek is principal of Ivy Drive Elementary School, 160 Ivy Dr.,
Bristol, CT 06010, (860) 584-7844, fax (860) 584-3876, e-mail:
rvojtek@home.com.
Bob Vojtek is assistant provost for educational technology and dean of
graduate studies, University of Hartford, 200 Bloomfield Ave., West Hartford,
CT 06117-1599, (860) 768-5365, e-mail: rvojtek@home.com.
Click for NSDC Home Page
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Guiding Questions - Articles
1. What kind of graphic organizers can be integrated into you curriculum and how do
you think they would change your instruction and/or benefit your students?

2. What did you think about the reasons given for integrating the Inspiration Software
into your curriculum?

3. What kind of visual learning tools do you currently use in your classroom? What
tools would you like to implement?
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Appendix N
• Integrating Inspiration
into Literature Circles Teacher Handout
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Integrating Inspiration
into Literature Circles

Changing a Symbol in Inspiration (1 of 2)
I. Click on the
symbol you mm!
to cbauge .

.?. Select ;inew
oymbol from Ute
Sy1ubol Palette.

····-~---·
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Ch.1nging a Symbol in Inspiration (2 of 2)
3. TI1e symbol hns
been chouged.

·~•Adding a Symbol in Inspiration (1 of 2)
I. Click ,,i1ere you
wont the new
symbol to appear.
2. Click U1e type of
symbol you wmt

~

CJ

~
.... .. ;

. . . . .... ..

1 •·

Adding a Symbol il1 Inspiration (2 of 2)
3. A uew symbol Im.<
been added.

····~···
~
··•·············l!J
'

:
.

i;=

:
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nsprra 10n
1. Drair the 11ymbol
to • new location.
2. Release the mouse
button.

Moving u Symbol in Inspiration (2 of2)
3. The Symbol hM

been moved.

Adding text imder a Symbol (1 of 2)
I. Click on the
caption box.
2. Type in "Ralf'.
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Adding text under a Symbol (2 of 2)
3. Te;ct has beeu
ndded to symbol.

Adding text 011 top of a Symbol (1 of2)
If the •ymbol
doesn 'I hove a
cnptiou you can
put tut over the
top ofit.
I. Double click over
the symbol.
?. Type iu "My
Pets".

3. C'licL: offthe
symbol.

Adding text on top of a Symbol (2 of 2)
4. The text 011 the
symbol has beeu
changed.
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Saving an Inspiration file ( I of 2)
1. Click on File.
2. Click Save As.

Linking Symbols with arrows (I of2)
1. Click 011 one oftbe
symbols you mmt
to link

2. Drn.~ from one of
the di:imonds.
3. Relenae the mouse
button on a t:quan
of th• seoonJ
Symbol.

Linking Symbols with arrows (2 of 2)
.An a11u,vbn.-; been
ch.·a,\U between the

two •-ymbols.

..
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Adding text to arrows (1 of 1)
I. Click in th• center

ofd10 ,u-row y,,u
wnnt to add text to.
2. Type in text in thi•
cnse "dog".
J. Click offil1e am,w.

Chnnging the link style (1 of 1)
1. Click oil the link
you want to niter.
2. Click oil Link in the
menu.

J. C'lick.Auto-90.

Adding more link connection point,; (I of 4)
I. Click ou File.

2. Click Diagrnm
Pl"ope,ties.

Adding more link con11ection poi11t,; (2 of 4)
J. Click link tnb.

4. Click ou J2 Link Couuectiou Points. 5. Click OK.

Adding more link connection points (3 of 4)
1. Click on li11k.

2. Drag end ofliuk to
a new i:pot.
3. Relense d1e mouse
button.

If you move either
oftl1e ,ymbole the
li11k will nttacb to
11ew spoti ou the
&,·mbols. Ifyou
don't w1111t this to
haw•n •et freeze
li11ks iu diagmm
p.-ope1ties.

Adding more link connection point<; (4 of 4)
Link isuow
nttnched to 0110 of

the new co11u ection
points.
Note if yon kuow
you ru·e going to
use th• 32 liuk or
freeze opti-Ous yon
sbould ••t them
befo.-e you add
syu1bolri becau•e

doiug it L,ter
sometimes cau 11es
problems.

8ll
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Setting the New Look Symbol (I of 2)
1. Click on the
background grid
2. Click ou the symbol
you wnnt (in this
ca&etbe clo11<1i
J. Click New Look.
The defnnlt
(nntomntically
chosen) symbol is

now aclo11d.

Setting the New Look Symbol (2 of 2)
4. Click on the new

symbol stamp. ·

5. Click
n1e

011

the _grid

two symbols

rue m,tomatically

linked.

Hiding nnd revealing sub-symbols (I of 2)
I. Click on the symbol

2. Double click on the
sq11nre on the
bottom left to hide
sub-symbol,.

All •-ymbols tho!
tt,e cmnnt S)1Ubol
points to are
hidden.
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Hiding and revealing sub-symbols (2 of 2)
J. Doub lo click 011 the
square 011 the
bottom left agni11 to
reveol it• sub•
symbol•.

All ~ymbol• that
the c1111"e11t symbol
points to nn
revealed a!aiu.

Attaching notes to symbols ( 1 of 1)
I. Double click ou the

sqnnre 011 the top
left to reveal the
note:J \\o"iatdow.
l. Type in any text
rou want (iu this
cnse ·'Super
Cloud").

3. Close tbe notes
window

Changing the size of symbols (I of 1)
,

ii £•'L"'

~W.f"I""' , ~ 't,N(;[l... •·lltiip',li-,

~1~t~;f;~~i:~l~~R~~~~r

I. Drag the s'luare 011
tl1e bottom right to

atter the size of the
symbol.
2. Roi•••• the mouse
buttou.
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Creating a child window (1 of 2)
1. Double click the
squnre on the upper
1ight ofU1e symbol.
Nole that the child
window created
\viii be co,mected
to the CIIITellt
oymbol.

Creating a child window (2 of 2)
2. Close this child
,-..indow.
Note because you
have II ow attached
U1is child window
lo the Super cloud
,-ymbol the only
way to delete d10
symbol is to fir•t
remove this child
\,iudow.

,,Q

Deleting a child window (1 of 2)
~

.

'

'

0 )(

1. Click 011 tl1e
ll)'mbol tlrnl
coutni,u the chil,t

2. Click File.
J. Click Family
4. Cli,·k Delete Child.
Note yon cannot
1·en1ove a symbol
until you delete its
child.
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Deleting a child window (2 of 2)
5. Wt cau tell the
child "indow has
been deleted
because die box in

die upp•r ris,ht i•
no longer u solid
red colour.
Note you cnu11ot
delete n symbol if
itha,:llchild
window connected
to it.

Moving multiple symbols (1 of 2)
I. To select the
symbols dra§' from
the lop left to the
bottom 1ight.
2. Reins• the mouse
bnllon.

Moving multiple symbols (2 of 2)
3. Drag die symbols
to the new location
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Deleting n Grid Row ( 1 of 2)
x

I. Click in the row
you want to delete.

2. Click Utility.
J. Click C11011,ge Grid.

4. Click Delete Grid
Row.

Deleting a Grid Row (2 of 2)
Rowhnsboen
removed.
Note tbnt any
&ymbob contniued
in the row would
have been deleted.

Deleting multiple S)111bols ( 1 of 2)
I. Ho Id d0\'11 the
shitlkey.

2. Click 011 the first
,;·mbol.
J. Click

Oil

the

atl"OW.

4. Cli<k Oil the la•t
,yn1bol.
,. Press delete.
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Deleting multiple s}ntbols (2 of2)
S)·,n bol• have been
del•led.
Note thnt if nuy of
die symbols WM
connected to a
child window it
cmmot be d<leted
until yon remove
the child window.

Using Rapid Fire (I of 2)
1. Click on the
syn1bol you wnnt to
nttacb the new
syn1bol• to.

2. Click 011 Rnpid
Fire.
l. Type in your
pressins
enter after each
one.

d1011gbt1

Using Rapid Fire (2 of 2)
New symbols are
ere ated tl,al link lo
tbe c.1111·ent C'lllt .
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Appendix 0
• Concept Map Examples
and Guiding Questions
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7/ie Giver

187

sea's
color

Has

Old

she
\
couldn't
handle the
pain of ~he
, memories
'~

Main Characters:

Setting:
Nurturing
center

Hospital
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Guiding Questions - Concept ~ap Examples
1. How could you integrate Inspiration into your literature circles? Explain.

2. What do you like about Inspiration and why?

3. What do you dislike about Inspiration and why?

189

Appendix P
• Session Four Evaluation
Form

..
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Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Evaluation
Session Four
1. How do you feel the third workshop prepared you for integrating virtual
field trips and author studies into literature circles? Will you use these
Internet activities again? Explain.

2. List 2 - 4 details you learned about the Inspiration program.

3. List 2 - 4 ways you could implement Inspiration in your literature circles.

4. What questions do you have following this session?

5. What worries you about integrating Inspiration into your literature
curriculum?

6. How do you feel this session could be· improved?

' ,
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Appendix Q
• Integrating Power Point
into Literature Circles Teacher liandout and
Guiding Questions
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Power Point in the Classroom
Teacher Handout
Toolbars
The toolbars contain graphically illustrated buttons that you click to
perform specific tasks in a program. Power Point has four main
toolbars, which can help you create your presentations quickly and
easily.
The STANDARD TOOLBAR is located at the top of the Power Point
window, below the menu bar. It has buttons for common tasks such
as saving, printing, and checking spelling.
§ Microsoft PowerPoint

Us• the StandardToolbarfor,ommon tasks

The FORMATTING TOOLBAR is located just below the standard toolbar.
Most of its buttons are for formatting text. Use these buttons to
change the font type or size, make text bold or italic, indent text, and
insert bullets.
§ Microsoft PowerPoint

Use the FonnattlngToclbarto rearrange text

The DRAWING TOOLBAR is located at the bottom of the Power Point
window. It has to.els for drawing shapes, adding lines and curves,
and inserting text boxes and WordArt. It also has buttons for
manipulating ·and formatting the objects you draw .

..
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~------1

The Drawing Toolbar lets you
create run shapes and graphics

The COMMON TASKS toolbar is initially a floating toolbar. That is, it
isn't anchored to an edge of the Power Point window. Use this toolbar
to create a new slide, change the layout of a slide, or apply a design.
Common Tast:i

The Common Tasks toofbarisa noater

Using Power Point Vocabulary
Slide: An individ'ual screen in a slide show.
Presentation File: The file you save to disk that contains all the
slides, speaker's notes, handouts, etc. that make up your
, presentation.
Object: Any element that appears on a Power Point slide, such as clip
art, text, drawings, charts, sounds, and video clips. You can refer to a
clip art object, a text object, a title object, a drawing object, etc.

•.

~..

,

"

mt•

,,..11)1•

'W ~•

~-.
'

,..,O•

Anything you put on a PowerPoint Slide is called an object

Slide Show: A series of slides displayed in sequence. A slide show can
be controlled manually or automatically.
Transition: A special effect used to introduce a slide during a slide
show. For example, you can fade in from black, or dissolve from one
slide to another:

..
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Creating a Slide from Scratch
In the next step you will create a Title Slide for your presentation
using the Blank Presentation option. You will be working in Slide View.

1. Open the Power Point program. The PowerPoint dialog box
appears.
PowczPoinl

iJ ~

2. In the Power Point dialog box, click the Blank Presentation
option button. The New Slide dialog box appears. It asks you to
choose an Auto Layout format.
3. Click the Title Slide layout. It's the first in the list. The name
Title Slide appears in the preview box.

Agood way to start any presentaticfri Is with a title slide

4. Click OK. A Title Slide appears, ready for you to work with.
· The Power Point dialog box appears only when you first launch
the program. If you are already working in Power Point and want to
create a new blank presentation, click the New button ~Q!on the
Standard Toolbar or follow these steps:

1. Click the file menu, then Click New.

195

J.al' Microsoft Powe,Point

Sele(t new from the me menu

2. In the New Presentation dialog box, click Blank Presentation,
and then click OK.

Adding Text to a Slide
The Title Slide layout contains text boxes for a title and a subtitle. Try
typing text into these boxes.
1. Click in the Title text box. A thick gray border appears around
the text box indicating that it is selected.

2. Type a title.

r------·]
.
~

7

' !•.;.Jtst.it;'·;~:,~,lldli'~~~~~,-.r

, ........~~::i;';;·~:;;j';·~·~:;;~·~·...........

1.__,................ ,,.......... ,..,.., .. ,............... -~

3. Click the Subtitle text box and type a subtitle.

Congratulations! You've just created your first slide in Power Point.

Adding Another Slide
1. Click the New Slide button on the Common Tasks toolbar.

~

Pictures of Hollis Woods
By: Patricia Reilly Giff
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Setting
• Josie's House at the Beach
~
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. • The Cabin in the Woods

-~
c,O
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'

0

N

Main Events
• Hollis has never had a family
• Hollis is made fun of by her
teacher

• Hollis moves in with the Regans

00

0
N

• Hollis and Steven get into an
accident
• Hollis runs away from the Regans
• Hollis moves in with Josie

O'\

0
N

• Hollis doesn't go to school and
gets in trouble with the Mustard
Lady
• Hollis and Josie runaway and hide
at the cabin in the, woods

0

N

• Hollis sees someone in the trees
and mysterious things begin to
happen in the cabin
· • Hollis sees Steven on the
snowmobile

N

• Hollis and Steven call Izzy
• Hollis goes back to live with the
Regens

N
N

• Hollis has a new family
-F - Father (Old Man)
-M - Mother (Izzy)
-B - Brother (Steven)
'

_;_S - Sister (Baby Christina)
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Guiding Questions - Power Point Example

1. How could you integrate Power Point into your literature circles? Explain.

2. What do you like about the Power Point example and software? Explain.

3. What do you dislike about the Power Point example and software? Explain .

..
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Appendix R
• Session Five Evaluation
Form

'

.
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Integrating Technology into Literature Circles
Staff Development Workshop Evaluation
Session Five
1. How do you feel the fourth workshop prepared you for integrating
Inspiration into literature circles? Will you use Inspiration again? Explain.

2. List 2 - 4 details you learned about Microsoft Power Point.

3. List 2-4 ways you could implement Microsoft Power Point in your
literature circles.

4. What questions do you have following this session?

5. What worries you about integrating Microsoft Power Point into your
literature curriculum?

6. · How do you feel this session could be improved?

216

Appendix S
• Guiding Questions for
Instruction

217

Guiding Questions - For Instruction
1. How has this workshop impacted your instruction? Explain.

2. How will your reading curriculum look different after this workshop? Explain .

..
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AppendixT
• Lesson Plan Format for
Integrating Technology
Into Literature Circles

219

Implementing Technology into Literature Circles
Lesson Plan - Kid Pix
Standards and Benchmarks -

Objectives -

Materials Needed-

Technology Used -

Literature Circle Book-

Lesson Plan -

220

Implementing Technology into Literature Circles
Lesson Plan - The Internet - Author Study
Standards and Benchmarks -

Objectives -

Materials Needed -

Technology Used -

Literature Circle Book -

Lesson Plan -

221

Implementing Technology into Literature Circles
Lesson Plan - The Internet - Virtual Field Trip
Standards and Benchmarks -

Objectives -

Materials Needed -

Technology Used -

Literature Circle Book -

Lesson Plan -

222

Implementing Technology into Literature Circles
Lesson Plan - Inspiration
Standards and Benchmarks -

Objectives -

Materials Needed -

Technology Used -

Literature Circle Book -

Lesson Plan -
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Implementing Technology into Literature Circles
Lesson Plan - Power Point
Standards and Benchmarks -

Objectives -

Materials Needed-

Technology Used -

Literature Circle Book -

Lesson Plan -
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Appendix U
• Session Six Final
Evaluation Form

=
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Integrating T.echnology into Literature Circles
Staff Developqient Workshop Evaluation
Session Six ·
1. How do you feel the fifth workshop prepared you for integrating Microsoft
Power Pointinto literature circles? Will you use Power Point again? .
Explain. .

,_ 2. List 2 - 4 details you learned about integrating technology into literature
circles.

3. List 2 -4 ways you could implement technology into literature circles.

=

4. What questions do you have following this session?

5. What worries you about integrating technology into your literature
curriculum?

6. How do you feel this session could be improved?

· 7.. How do you feel this workshop could be improved?

